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Abstract  

 

 

The pathological mechanism underlying the degeneration and loss of the dopaminergic (DA) neurons 

of the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) in Parkinson’s disease (PD) are still unknown. Among 

them, α-synuclein aggregation, mitochondrial impairment, increase oxidative stress and synaptic 

dysfunction are often indicated as culprits, although it is unclear whether these events are primary or 

secondary insults in PD neurodegeneration. Unlike other neurodegenerative diseases where 

cytoskeletal alterations are linked with mutations in key proteins involved in the progression of the 

pathology, PD lacks these findings. Nonetheless, microtubule (MT) dysfunction has recently emerged 

as a putative cause of the selective damage of the striatal DA synapses and consequent reduction in 

dopamine release that characterize PD clinical symptoms.  

It was only recently when dynamic MTs were shown to enter the pre- and post-synapse as regulatory 

elements required for proper neurotransmitter release and synaptic plasticity. In pyramidal neurons, 

excitatory presynaptic sites are hotspots for MT nucleation, a process that regulates 

neurotransmission by providing the tracks for targeted bidirectional delivery of a rate-limiting supply 

of synaptic vesicles (SVs) to sites of stimulated release. Notably, α-synuclein, a small synaptic protein 

that aggregates in PD becoming the main component of Lewy bodies (LBs) and Lewy neurites (LNs), 

was recently discovered to promote MT assembly in vitro. α-synuclein-mutated PD forms lose this 

ability, suggesting a possible new connection between synaptic dysfunction and α-synuclein 

pathology through a tubulin-mediated mechanism.  

Here, I investigated whether the α-synuclein/tubulin interaction is a feature of brain synapses and 

whether α-synuclein is a regulator of MT dynamics in primary DA neurons. I also reported a novel 

role for α-synuclein in activity-evoked presynaptic MT nucleation at en passant boutons, suggesting 

that -synuclein may sustain synaptic transmission also by regulating MT nucleation at sites of 

release. 

Overall, these data point to α-synuclein as a novel regulator of MT dynamics in primary neurons and 

reinforce the idea that MT dysfunction may represent an early insult in the sequence of events leading 

to DA synapse impairment.  
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1.  Introduction 
 

 

 

1.1  Neuronal microtubules: structure and function 

 
 

The ability of eukaryotic cells to acquire a plethora of different morphologies and to undertake 

coordinated and oriented movements relies on a complicated network of protein filaments, known as 

the cytoskeleton, that spans throughout the cytoplasm. This system is finely designed to help the cell 

to resiliently adapt to changes in surroundings or signalling in order to maintain cellular homeostasis. 

To achieve this purpose, the cytoskeleton, rather than being a fixed scaffold, is required to be dynamic 

and able to constantly reorganize according to responses to the environment that the cell has to 

undertake such as, for example, differentiation or cellular division. The cytoskeleton is mainly 

composed of three different types of protein filaments: microfilaments, intermediate filaments and 

MTs. Each of them is composed of a different protein subunit: actin for microfilaments, a family of 

related fibrous proteins for intermediate filaments, and dimers of α- and β-tubulin for MTs.  

Microfilaments are double-stranded helical polymers composed of actin and they have an average 

diameter of 7 ± 2 nm. They are polarized and dynamic structures that normally exist in bundles and 

their major role consists in providing an actin rich layer below the plasma membrane in order to 

control shape and surface movements of eukaryotic cells. In neurons, the most abundant isoform is 

β-actin, which plays critical roles in the modulation of the growth cone and is required for additional 

pivotal mechanisms such as controlling dendritic spine plasticity, signalling and synaptic homeostasis 

1–3. Actin filaments interact with a variety of actin-binding proteins as well as communicating with 

MTs by interacting with MT-associated proteins (MAPs) (Fig. 1.1).  

Intermediate filaments are ubiquitous rope-like stress-resistant components of the cytoskeleton and 

are composed of two-stranded coiled coils of fibrous polypeptides with an extended α-helical 

conformation and a diameter ranging from 8 to 10 nm 4 (Fig.1.1). A wide array of filament proteins, 

which form a large, heterogeneous family, are currently known and all share a structural and/or 

stretch-resistant function within the cell. Examples of these proteins are vimentin, keratins, desmin, 

neurofilaments (NFs), and glial fibrillary acidic protein. Neurons contain a specific subset of 

intermediate filaments, differently expressed throughout the central (CNS) and peripheric nervous 

system (PNS) at different stages of neuronal development. Among them, the most abundant and well-

known are the NFs, which are the major component of large, myelinated axons, and are responsible 

of determining the axonal caliber and providing mechanical stability. In mammals, three NF proteins 
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were identified: NF-L, NF-M, and NF-H, for low (70 kDa), middle (160 kDa), and high (200 kDa) 

molecular weight, respectively. All these three structural subunits are usually present in NFs. NFs in 

axons are linked side by side by their carboxyl-terminal tail domains to provide a continuous rope of 

filaments that can be a meter or more in length 5,6. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1. Structure of microfilaments and intermediate filaments. Ultrastructure of (A) actin (or 

microfilaments) and (B) intermediate filaments by electron microscopy. (modified from Alberts et al., 2008)  
 

 

MTs are non-covalent cytoskeletal polymers that are involved in intracellular transport, mitosis, cell 

motility, and maintenance of cell polarization and shape. They are polarized structures composed of 

α- and β-tubulin heterodimers assembled in a head-to-tail fashion. The sequence and structure of 

tubulins have been highly conserved throughout the evolution, with molecular weight of 50 kDa for 

each monomer that is linked to one another in a non-covalent manner. Together, α/β heterodimers 

form linear protofilaments, and 10-15 protofilaments (usually 13 in mammalian cells 7 ) associate in 

parallel to form the MT wall, creating a 25 nm wide hollow cylinder. The resulting polymer has a 

defined polarity, with two ends that are structurally and functionally distinct. In each protofilament, 

the α/β heterodimers are oriented with their β-tubulin monomer pointing towards the faster-growing 

end (plus end) and their α-tubulin monomer exposed at the slower-growing end (minus end). The 

lateral interaction between subunits of adjacent protofilaments has been described for 13 

protofilaments MTs as a perfectly straight B-type lattice with a seam, whereas MTs with an even 

number of protofilaments have a A-type lattice without a seam and are truly helical with a very long 

pitch. In the cell, the minus end is often anchored at MT organizing centers (MTOCs), whereas the 

plus end is free in the cytoplasm or attached to a specific target such as the kinetochore 8.  

The assembly of the α/β tubulin heterodimers into MTs, similarly to other cytoskeletal filaments, 

shows a particular time course. MT polymerization and depolymerization are complex and specific 

mechanisms with important biological roles. The kinetic of pure tubulin polymerization into MTs 
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was followed in vitro at 37°C in presence of Mg2+ and GTP by light scattering. The resulting 

sigmoidal curve highlights three main phases: a first initial lag phase (nucleation) that represents the 

time required for the MT to nucleate, second phase (elongation) where the newly formed MT rapidly 

grows, and a third phase (steady state) where a plateau level of polymerization is reached (Fig 1.2). 

Specifically, the lag phase represents the time required for single heterodimers to overcome the  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Tubulin polymerization curve in vitro. Tubulin polymerization starts with a lag phase, when 

individual tubulin dimers nucleate into oligomers and small protofilaments. This is followed by a rapid 

growth (elongation) that stops, reaching a plateau that represents the condition in which most of the free 

tubulin is polymerized into MTs and polymerization and depolymerization rate are equal (modified from 

Alberts et al., 2008).  

 

kinetic hedge and slowly associate in metastable aggregates that act as nucleation spots. After this 

event follows the elongation phase, where GTP-tubulin subunits are rapidly added at the plus end of 

the newly formed MTs until the curve gets to its plateau. Since tubulin polymerization is proportional 

to the concentration of free tubulin, when the steady state is reached and almost all the free tubulin in 

the system is polymerized into MTs, polymerization and depolymerization rate are comparable. In 

the plateau phase, the concentration of free tubulin is below the critical concentration for tubulin 

polymerization, so that for each tubulin subunit added to the plus end another compensates 

depolymerizing from a shrinking MT (Fig. 1.2).  
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In mammalian cells, another isoform of tubulin, γ-tubulin, provides the template for MT assembly at 

the minus end, considerably reducing the time required for nucleation. γ-Tubulin is one of the main 

components of MTOCs, the cytoplasmic structures from where MTs emerge. MTOCs play an 

important role in the generation of the mitotic spindle at the centrosome and in the formation of basal 

bodies associated with cilia and flagella. Furthermore, post-mitotic neurons, along with other cells, 

are able to nucleate MTs from non-centrosomal MTOCs. In detail, neuronal MTs nucleate from the 

γ-tubulin template, that is a key component of a protein complex called γ-TURC. These non-

centrosomal spots for MT nucleation are responsible for controlling axonal and dendritic polarity, 

cargos and organelles delivery along the neuron and neurotransmission and they are often localized 

at Golgi outpost at branching points, in dendrites, and at the synapse, in the axon 9–11. A peculiar 

feature of MTs is their ability to undergo repeated cycles of assembly-disassembly, known as dynamic 

instability 12. Their capacity to rapidly grow and disassemble allows the cytoskeleton to adapt to 

specific cell necessities, rearranging its structure in order to meet changes in the surrounding 

environment 13. Dynamic MTs are individually short-lived so arrays of MTs are continuously in the 

process of recreation. In a population of MTs, growing, shrinking, and paused MTs always coexist at 

the same time and, in addition, the same MT can go through different states multiple times during its 

life 8,14. The switch from growth to shrinkage is called catastrophe, whereas the opposite, namely 

from shrinking to growth is called rescue (Fig. 1.3). MT dynamic instability refers to the equilibrium 

that exists between polymerization and depolymerization of tubulin during the cycles of MT 

assembly-disassembly. Both α-tubulin and β-tubulin bind to GTP, but only β-tubulin has a nucleotide 

exchangeable site (E-site). When GTP is hydrolized into GDP, the MT becomes unstable and more 

prone to depolymerization. Lateral interactions between GTP-tubulin provide the force that hold 

together the natural tendency of protofilaments, made of GDP-tubulin, to curve. The tubulin dimers 

close to the growing end of the MT are more likely to bind GTP, forming a growing stable GTP-cap 

that prevents the depolymerization of the MT shaft, which is instead mostly composed of GDP-

tubulin (Fig. 1.3). On the other hand, during catastrophe the GTP cap is lost, GDP-tubulin 

protofilaments disassemble and the MT shrinks 14,15.  
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Figure 1.3. MT dynamic instability. a) Structure of a MT and b) schematic representation of the cycle of 

states that MTs can undergo due to their dynamic instability 11.  

 

Unlike the cell-free systems, in the cells, MT dynamics are not only regulated by the concentration 

of free tubulin but are also controlled by the presence of MT associated proteins (MAPs). These 

proteins, such as EB1 or EB3, are responsible for stabilizing the MT GTP cap or they can stabilize 

bundles and regulate assembly, like tau or they can be responsible to cap the minus end, such as 

CAMSAP or Patronin 16–19. Moreover, there are MT-severing enzymes, responsible for cutting MTs 

in presence of defects of the MT lattice or promoting their regrowth and increasing their number, 

such as katanin and spastin 20–22. Additionally, there are motor proteins responsible to directionally 
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move cargos along the cell, using MTs as tracks to deliver vesicles and organelles in an anterograde 

(kinesin) or retrograde (dynein) fashion to and from specific cell sites 23–25.  

 

Figure 1.4. MT organization in the dendrites and axon. The axon shows a MT uniform polarity with all 

plus-end-out while dendrites exhibit a mixed polarity. The axonal MTs are stabilized by tau whereas MAP2 is 

mostly responsible for MT dynamic regulation in dendrites. Dendrites also contain organelles like rough 

endoplasmatic reticulum and Golgi outposts that usually anchor non-centrosomal MTOCs 11.  

 

MTs are a key component of the neuronal cytoskeleton as they are essential for cellular and 

developmental processes such as neuronal migration and differentiation. Neurons are post-mitotic, 

highly specialized cells responsible for the transmission of the information in the CNS and PNS and 

for this reason they possess peculiar features such as a prominent polarization and excitability. Both 

of these characteristics rely on the proper assembly, organization and remodeling of the neuronal MT 

cytoskeleton 13. Neurons have a peculiar morphology with a single long and thin axon emerging from 

the cell body, which is responsible to propagate the action potential to the presynaptic boutons, and 
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multiple thicker dendrites, that are often covered in spines, the postsynaptic sites that receive the 

inputs from axons. The ability of neurons to polarize is hence a pivotal component of their functioning 

and loss of polarity correlates with characteristic changes in MT organization and dynamics 26. MTs 

are also involved in early neuronal development 27,28, provide tracks for intracellular and axonal 

trafficking 29,30, contribute to spine development and synaptic plasticity 31–33, anchor mitochondria 34 

and control neurotransmission 10,35. Although parallel bundles of MTs are required for neuronal 

development and maintenance in both axons and dendrites, MTs differ in these two neuronal 

compartments because axonal MTs are more stable and uniformly oriented with their plus end 

growing toward the distal tip of the axon whereas MTs have a mixed polarity in the dendrites 36 (Fig. 

1.4). On the other hand, short and highly dynamic MTs can be found in the growth cone and their 

rapid and constant reorganization is required for its advance, axonal elongation and the recognition 

of guidance cues. Although the absence of an active centrosome in mature neurons is still a matter of 

debate 37, neurons mostly regulate MT nucleation and orientation through non-centrosomal MTs after 

complete development 38. For example, axonal and dendritic branches develop during neuronal 

maturation due to de novo MT nucleation from non-centrosomal MTOCs (Fig. 1.4) and are oriented 

by specific subunits, such as HAUS, within this protein complex 39. In addition, the activity of 

severing enzymes like spastin or katanin, which chop MTs at branching points 40, stimulate their 

polarized regrowth.  

Due to their peculiar morphology and function, neurons are particularly susceptible to MT damages 

and the dysregulation of the MT cytoskeleton is a common feature in neurodegenerative diseases. 

Indeed, impairment of the MT defects caused by mutations in genes encoding for tubulins, MAPs, 

motor proteins, MT severing or modifying enzymes were strictly linked with neuronal dysfunction 

and neurodegeneration 41–44. PD, Alzheimer's disease (AD), Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), 

and other tauopathies were associated with a destabilization of the MT system, whereas other 

neurodegenerative diseases such as Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia (HSP) were associated with an MT 

hyper-stabilization 45. This evidence suggested that the maintenance of this fine balance between 

stable and dynamic MTs is necessary for proper neuronal functioning and alterations of MT dynamics 

leads to disease progression 46,47. Major examples of cytoskeleton defects that were associated with 

neurodevelopmental disorders include mutations in α or β tubulin isoform genes, called 

tubulinopathies, mostly characterized by cortical malformations and also linked to neurodegeneration 

48–50. All of these mutations disrupt the MT interaction with kinesin motor proteins 51, inducing the 

accumulation of kinesins in axon tips and perturbing the axonal transport of synaptic vesicles, 

mitochondria and other organelles in neurons 49. Moreover, several findings have widely 
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demonstrated that dysfunctions in MAPs trigger neurodegeneration via defective regulation of MTs 

52. Among this family of neurodegenerative diseases are AD and other tauopathies that can be caused 

by mutations in the protein tau, which pushes the dynamic instability of MTs toward the 

destabilization of polymerized MTs 53,54 as well as deregulating axonal transport in neurons 55. Since 

defects in the amount or in the structure of tau can affect its role as a MAP, this loss of function can 

lead to MT dysfunction and consequently to mislocalization of other subcellular structures like 

mitochondria or lysosomes, and, eventually, to neuronal impairment and death. In addition, tau 

phosphorylation has a double detrimental effect: i) it disrupts tau interaction with MTs and ii) 

hyperphosphorylated tau is more prone to aggregate becoming the essential component of the 

fibrillary tangles found in neurons of patients with AD 56,57. Similarly, recent studies underline how 

-synuclein, a small protein involved in synaptic neurotransmitter release 58 that aggregates in PD, is 

involved in the modulation of tubulin polymerization and that PD-related forms of -synuclein lose 

this function 59. -Synuclein/-tubulin interaction was mostly localized at the synapse 60, thus 

suggesting a possible role of this protein in the regulation of presynaptic MT dynamics.  

 

 

 

 1.1.1 Tubulin post-translational modifications 

 
 

MT dynamic instability and their polarized structure can only partially provide the needed versatility 

that MT require to exert their functions within the cells. MTs are indeed highly conserved structures 

made of only two tubulin subunits but they are responsible for controlling a wide variety of neuronal 

mechanisms ranging from neurite development to axonal transport and neurotransmission 10,11,61 . To 

reach this functional heterogeneity, neurons exploit a tubulin “code” that, besides a first level of 

complexity obtained through the expression of different tubulin isoforms, relies also on post-

translational modifications (PTMs) of both - and -tubulin 62,63. Importantly, many different tubulin 

PTMs can coexist at the same time on the same MT, suggesting a potential role of tubulin PTMs in 

encoding cytoskeleton higher-order memory 63. Tubulin can undergo these modifications as a soluble 

dimer, although modifying enzymes act preferentially on tubulin subunits that are already 

incorporated into MTs 11. One of the preferential sites of tubulin PTM is the C-terminal domain of -

tubulin, whereas fewer modifications occur on the -tubulin subunit (Fig. 1.5). Although many 

tubulin PTM functions remain unknown, it was observed that PTMs are not uniformly distributed 

along the MTs. Indeed, they create preferential tracks for motor proteins to deliver cargos 64, confer 
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special mechanic properties 65 or alter MT dynamics 66  or regulate the binding of MAPs according 

to specific cell needs.  

The most studied tubulin PTMs is acetylation, which mostly occurs on -tubulin lysine 40 and 

represents the only modification located in the MT lumen 67. The only known enzyme responsible for 

tubulin acetylation is aTAT1, which is has a 100-fold higher catalytic affinity for polymerized MTs 

than soluble tubulin, although the mechanism of access to the intraluminal activity site still remains 

matter of debate. Acetylation was found to be correlated with MT stability and to reduce MT 

dynamics. Tubulin acetylation weakens lateral interactions between protofilaments, thus softening  

 

 

 

Figure 1.5. The components of the tubulin code. On the left, MT dynamic instability and, with colors, 

different tubulin isotypes. On the right, schematic representation of the - and -tubulin dimer and all the 

tubulin PTMs and the corresponding sites of the modification on the C-terminal tails 62.  
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MTs 68. As MTs in living cells are frequently exposed to mechanical forces which can damage the 

lattice and subsequently result in MT depolymerization, an acetylation-induced increase in their 

flexibility would allow MTs to better resist mechanical stress, giving them more time to be repaired, 

consequently making acetylated MTs more long-lived 67,69. Furthermore, MT acetylation was shown 

to be enriched in the middle of the dendritic shaft 70 and to promote kinesin-1 recruitment and 

transport, suggesting a possible effect of acetylated MTs on vesicular trafficking 71. Unbalanced levels 

of acetylated tubulin were also associated with neurodegenerative diseases such as AD, ALS and PD 

72–75. Other important tubulin PTMs linked to neurodegeneration are tyrosination and detyrosination. 

The tyrosination/detyrosination cycle is regulated by the vasohibin-small vasohibin binding protein 

complexes (VASH1/2-SVBP) and MATCAP, which remove the terminal tyrosine from the -tubulin 

C-terminal tail, while tubulin tyrosine ligase (TTL) re-adds it. VASH1/2-SVBP and MATCAP act on 

MTs whereas TTL acts on tubulin dimers 76. While tyrosination was linked to dynamic and unstable 

MTs, detyrosination was related to stable and aged MTs. Indeed, α-tubulin tyrosination also affects 

MT dynamics, by regulation of the interactions between MTs and kinesin-13, determining a fast 

turnover (in the order of minutes) of tyrosinated MTs 66. KIF2C, a motor-like protein that induces 

depolymerization of MT ends, has preferential activity for tyrosinated MTs, both in vivo and in vitro 

77. On the other hand, detyrosinated tubulin was linked to stable and long-lived MTs. Re-tyrosination 

deficiency was recently reported to be defective in AD neurons 78, leading to an unbalanced 

tyrosination/detyrosination cycle which also promotes increased acetylated tubulin levels 73. When 

tubulin is detyrosinated, it exposes the last two glutamates of the C-terminal tail to an enzymatic 

reaction carried out by cytosolic carboxypeptidases (CCP). These enzymes of the deglutamylase 

family modify both lateral polyglutamate chains and primary tubulin chain 79. The enzymatic reaction 

produces 2 and 3 tubulin, two irreversible PTMs that progressively accumulates in the neurons 80. 

Since it cannot be re-tyrosinated by TTL, 2 tubulin influences MT dynamics by shifting it toward 

an hyper-stabilization of the cytoskeleton, and its accumulation was shown to be a hallmark of acute 

and slow-developing neurodegeneration in bortezomib-induced peripheral neuropathy 81.  Finally, 

there are other less known tubulin PTMs including polyglycylation, phosphorylation, and the recently 

discovered polyamination, whose functions still remain mostly unknown.  
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1.1.2  Dynamic microtubules at the synapse  
 

 

In neurons, MTs are particularly important because they support complex and branching structures, 

like the dendritic tree and axonal arbors, while maintain segregation of functional compartments. In 

addition to providing structural support, MTs act as intracellular highways, creating tracks for motor 

proteins to deliver cargoes along the cell 13. Axonal and dendritic MTs are composed by both a stable 

and a dynamic portion that often are present at the same time in the polymer 11,82. Whereas the 

dynamic MT pool undergo constant passage from depolymerization to polymerization and vice versa 

83, stable MTs remain relatively constant in their polymerized form. Stable MTs represent the majority 

of the neuronal MT mass and this stability is required to provide long-lasting support to the extensive 

 

Figure 1.6. The dynamic MTs at the pre-synapse. a) At the presynaptic terminal of graded synapses, 

dynamic MTs controls high-frequency neurotransmission by restoring the synaptic vesicles releasable pool 

and providing energy supply by anchoring mitochondria.  b) In the Drosophila neuromuscular junction, 

bundles of MTs enter the synapse assuring the delivery of kinesin-mediated synaptic vesicle delivery. c) In rat 

hippocampal neurons, γ-tubulin-dependent de novo MT nucleation at en passant boutons is required to control 

neurotransmission upon neuronal firing 35.  
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neuronal structures. MTs can be stabilized by the activity of MT end capping proteins localized at 

their plus growing end or by motor proteins and other MAPs along the shaft. Once MT are stabilized, 

they acquire sufficient longevity to be modified by enzymes that add PTMs, creating the tubulin code 

that provides the functional heterogenicity that allows the MT cytoskeleton to fulfil its many different 

functions. It was established only very recently that dynamic MTs play additional roles in the pre- 

and post-synaptic organization and function 32,35. The first evidence of MTs entering the pre-synapse 

was obtained via electron microscopy. It was shown that MTs were attached to the synaptic 

membrane at the active zone and bound to SVs 84. Synaptic MTs were isolated in synaptosomal 

fractions 85, and more recently, it was demonstrated that they directly enter highly active graded 

glutamatergic synapses. Dynamic MTs are responsible for anchoring mitochondria and replenishing 

the releasable pool of SVs, transporting them from the reserve pool to the active zone, thus sustaining 

high frequency neurotransmission in the Calyx of Held 86. Bundles of MTs were also reported to be 

localized at the neuromuscular junction in sites that were associated with bouton branching and 

synaptic growth 87,88, proposing a role in synaptic development and plasticity. Additionally, Guedes-

Dias et al. observed that, in cultured hippocampal neurons, dynamic MTs and their plus ends are 

enriched at en passant boutons and allow for the targeted SV precursors delivery and unloading by 

the kinesin-3 motor KIF1A, an axonal long-range kinesin that showed a lower affinity for GTP-

tubulin 89. In line with this study, in mammalian neurons, γ-tubulin-dependent de novo MT nucleation 

at en passant boutons was required to control exocytosis and SV transport between neighboring 

boutons upon neuronal firing 10 (Fig. 1.6). Besides  their role in sustaining the proper functioning of 

the SV cycling machinery at the active zone, controlling axonal exocytosis, and providing a constant 

supply of ATP for the neurotransmitter release at the pre-synapse, dynamic MTs are also present at 

postsynaptic sites 32,35. MTs are known to invade dendritic spines, controlling their shape and 

development. They were observed to interact with the postsynaptic scaffolding proteins PSD-93 and 

PSD-95, probably sustaining spine plasticity through targeted delivery of these pivotal proteins at 

excitatory synapses. Furthermore, dynamic MTs were revealed to anchor Gephyrin, the major 

scaffolding protein that organizes the postsynaptic density of inhibitory synapses by anchoring 

glycine and GABA receptors at inhibitory post-synapses 32.  

Together, this evidence supports that an impairment in the MT dynamicity in neurons can have 

detrimental effects in pre- and post-synaptic activity and development, making them a possible target 

for pharmacological regulation in preventing neurodegenerative diseases such as PD and AD.  
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1.2 Parkinson’s disease: an overview 

 
 

PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder affecting 1% of the population over 65 

years old and up to 5% of the population by the age of 85. It is a late-onset progressive 

neuropathological condition whereas, in some early-onset cases, symptoms appear before the age of 

50 90. PD is clinically characterized by motor impairment, namely resting tremors, bradykinesia, 

postural instability and general rigidity. Motor deficits are often accompanied by a wide array of  

 
 

Figure 1.7. The neuropathology of PD. 

A) Schematic representation of the 

nigrostriatal pathway (in red). DA 

neurons cell bodies located in the SNpc 

project (thick solid red lines) to the basal 

ganglia and form synapses in the 

striatum (i.e., putamen and caudate 

nucleus). The photograph shows the 

normal pigmentation of the SNpc, 

produced by neuromelanin within the 

DA neurons. B) Schematic 

representation of the diseased 

nigrostriatal pathway. In PD, the 

nigrostriatal pathway degenerates and 

there is a consistent loss of DA neurons 

that project to the putamen (dashed line). 

The photograph demonstrates 

depigmentation of the SNpc due to the 

loss of DA neurons. C) Immunolabeling 

of -synuclein in a LB in a SNpc DA 

neuron. On the right, immunostaining 

with an antibody against ubiquitin 

within the Lewy body. 

 

 

 

 

 

non-motor symptoms including mood, sleep and cognitive disorders 91. Although the pathological 

changes occur in different regions of the brain, these cardinal manifestations are mostly due to a 

depletion in the DA neuronal subpopulation of the SNpc. This structure is a basal ganglia structure 

located in the midbrain that projects to the corpus striatum, establishing the so-called nigro-striatal 

pathway, a trait crucially involved in the circuits that ensure control and modulation of movement 92. 

A more modest neuronal loss occurs in the mesolimbic DA neurons, where the cell bodies in the 
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ventral tegmental area project their terminals to the caudate. The PD pathology clinically manifests 

when the disease has reached a very advanced stage, with 60% of DA neuronal loss in the SNpc and 

a massive dopamine depletion, around 80% 91,93. Besides the SNpc degeneration, PD is always 

accompanied by extensive extranigral pathology with other brain regions implicated in PD 

neurodegeneration in later stages of the disease. Indeed, the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, the 

Raphe nuclei, the thalamus and the subthalamic nucleus exhibit neuronal death, while the cortex 

degenerates only in very advanced stages of the pathology 93. PD hallmarks are proteinaceous 

inclusion within neuronal soma and neuropil, known as Lewy bodies (LB) and Lewy neurites (LN), 

respectively, whose main component was found to be -synuclein 94. According to the Braak stages, 

in the least affected brains (stage 1-2) the only neurons displaying the presence of PD-related 

inclusion bodies are in the dorsal motor nucleus and a few areas where it projects. As the pathology 

evolves (stage 3-4), the inclusions expand to vulnerable subnuclei of the substantia nigra and the 

thalamus, where an extensive death of DA neurons occur, causing in the motor symptoms. In the 

latest phases of the disease (stage 5-6) LB and LN severely invade the brain by spreading throughout 

the midbrain and reaching the neocortex. 

To date, the etiology of PD remains mostly unknown and idiopathic PD still represents the large 

majority of the diagnosed cases. It is believed that both environmental and genetic factors contribute 

to the disease onset and progression although aging is still considered the major risk factor. Small 

molecules have been associated with the onset of motor symptoms, mitochondrial damage, oxidative 

stress increase, selective SNpc DA neurons loss and aggregation of -synuclein. For these reasons 

they were extensively used in animal models to mimic PD pathology. Similarly, -synuclein 

oligomers were shown to preferentially accumulate and bind to mitochondria, interfering with the 

respiratory chain and mitophagy as well as interfering with tubulin polymerization 95–97. Hence, 

environmental toxins can mimic the detrimental effect induced by unregulated protein aggregation in 

PD, albeit no toxin-induced model simulates all PD pathology features.  

In contrast, the discovery of mutations in proteins involved in PD neurodegeneration helped to better 

understand the pathogenesis of the disease and to underline genetic risk factors that contribute to the 

onset and the progression of the pathology. Familial PD was correlated with a number of genes 

mutated in patients and among the most relevant we find SNCA (PARK1), LRRK2 (PARK8), 

PARK2, PINK1 and DJ1 (PARK7) encoding for -synuclein, dardarin, Parkin, PARK6-PTEN-

induced kinase 1 and DJ1, respectively. While -synuclein and LRRK2 mutations were associated 

with early onset autosomal dominant PD, Parkin, PINK1 and DJ1 mutations are linked to recessive 

form of the disease. Duplications and triplications of the SNCA gene as well as conformational 
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changes in -synuclein structure due to point mutations such as A53T, A30P and E46K were shown 

to lead to an accelerated -synuclein aggregation into toxic oligomers and amyloid fibrils compared 

to the WT and, therefore, to early synaptic dysfunction 98–101. Parkin, LRRK2, PINK1, DJ1 and other 

related PD proteins, are identified to participate in different processes, including mitochondrial 

homeostasis, ubiquitin proteosome pathway and, interestingly, also in the regulation of MT system. 

Their altered function was correlated with the degeneration and death of SNpc DA neurons although 

the majority of the mechanism of induction of PD pathology remain unknown.  

 

 

 

1.2.1 The synaptic function of α-synuclein 

 

 
-Synuclein is a protein enriched at the synapse which is pathologically connected to PD and other 

neurodegenerative disorders that are collectively known as “synucleinopathies”. LBs and LNs are 

currently considered the main hallmark of PD, and since the discovery that they are mainly composed 

of -synuclein 94, an intensive research has focused the attention on the mechanism that leads -

synuclein to acquire an aberrant conformation and then aggregate into amyloid fibrils. Relatively little 

is known about its physiological function at the synapse. -Synuclein is a small protein of 140 amino 

acids (~14 kDa) that is ubiquitously and mostly expressed in vertebrate brain. There are other two 

isoforms, - and -synuclein, whose function is still not well clarified. Additionally, -synuclein 

expression, to a lesser extent, is found in other tissues in the body such as in skin cells, at the 

neuromuscular junctions in muscle cells, red blood cells, lymphocytes and platelets, suggesting a 

general cellular function in addition to its activity in the brain 102–106. -Synuclein levels increase 

during development and remain high in mature neurons, and once produced in the soma, it reaches 

the synapses due to its high affinity for SVs 58.   

-Synuclein structure is composed of three domains: an amphipathic, lipid binding domain (1-59) 

which mediates its affinity with lipid membranes; a central non-amyloid component (NAC) involved 

in -sheet fibril aggregation (60-95) and an unstructured negatively charged C-terminal tail (96-140) 

(Fig. 1.8). α-Synuclein exists in a dynamic equilibrium between a soluble, natively unfolded state and 

a partial secondary structure state. Indeed, the interaction between α-synuclein and lipid membranes 

is believed to induce the N-terminus of the protein to form an α-helix, thus mediating its cellular 

activities 107–109. α-Synuclein was observed in vitro to have a higher affinity to membrane with high 

curvatures such as small SVs. Currently, one of the known function for α-synuclein is at the synapse, 
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binding the SNARE-protein synaptobrevin-2 and chaperoning SNARE-complex assembly 110. 

Indeed, triple synuclein KO mice show changes in synaptic structure and size and impaired survival 

110,111. Despite this evidence, different studies in -synuclein KO indicated either an enhanced 111–113 

or a decreased 114,115 release at the synapse, thus, α-synuclein effect on neurotransmitter release has 

been not completely clarified. It was reported that α-synuclein is able to directly or indirectly interact 

with a wide array of synaptic proteins including synapsin III 116, VMAT2 117, DAT 118,119 and SERT 

120 although there are no mechanistic insights on how these interactions are regulated at the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8. The structure of -synuclein monomer. A) Schematic representation of -synuclein structure. 

The 140-amino-acid protein can be divided into three distinct domains. The N-terminal amphipathic domain 

(in blue) can fold into an -helix and is responsible for the membrane-binding properties. It also contains the 

amino acid residues affected by the main α-synuclein gene mutations (A30P, E46K, H50Q, G51D, A53T, 

A53E) associated with autosomal dominant PD. The hydrophobic non-amyloid β-component (NAC) domain 

(in yellow) is responsible for promoting aggregation into amyloids. The C-terminal domain (in red) forms an 

acidic tail. B) Tertiary structure of the α-synuclein monomer 121. 

 

 

synapse. A recent study identified a role in vivo for α-synuclein both as a facilitator and suppressor 

of dopamine release in SNpc DA neurons, confirming its role as an enhancer of SV fusion and 

turnover. It was shown that α-synuclein facilitates SV fusion at the active zone when intense neuronal 

activity is stimulated, and suppresses release in longer firing intervals 122. Accordingly, it was 

proposed that α-synuclein, due to its high affinity for high curvature membranes, localizes 

circumferentially around the SV fusion pore: this facilitates SV fusion pore closure and allows SVs 

to be more rapidly removed from presynaptic binding sites, thus providing faster refilling of the 

releasable SV pool and facilitating dopamine release during phasic neuronal firing 123,124.  
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Interestingly, α-synuclein was shown also to interact with tubulin assembly in vitro, acting as a 

“dynamase” promoting polymerization, catastrophe and nucleation of MTs 59. Moreover, this 

interaction was identified to mostly occur at presynaptic sites in human and murine striatum 60, 

suggesting a possible control of dopamine release through an MT-mediated mechanism. 

 

 

1.2.2 α-Synuclein aggregation and synaptic dysfunction 

 

 
Protein aggregation and formation of inclusion bodies is a common feature of many 

neurodegenerative disorders including PD, AD, Huntington disease, prion disorders and ALS. These 

proteinaceous aggregates, called amyloid plaques, are mainly constituted of fibrils of aberrant 

proteins enriched in -sheet structures 125. Despite the discovery of dominant and recessive mutations 

that can trigger the misfolding of some of the proteins that compose these inclusions, the mechanisms 

that foster the appearance of these prone-to-aggregate secondary structures are unknown.   

α-Synuclein can change its conformational state by switching from a physiological soluble natively 

unfolded or partial α-helical structure into a -sheet secondary structure. As mentioned above, its 

aggregation into amyloid fibrils 126, was linked to pathological neurodegenerative conditions called 

“synucleinopathies”, which include PD, dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and multiple system 

atrophy (MSA). Point mutations in the SNCA gene encoding for α-synuclein such as A53T, A30P 

and E46K as well as duplication and triplication of this gene can trigger α-synuclein polymerization 

and they were connected with early onset dominant familial PD 98–101. Mutations or increased levels 

of α-synuclein, indeed, provoke misfolding and consequent nucleation into small -sheet soluble 

oligomers (tetramers, pentamers and hexamers 127). The fate of these oligomers can follow two 

different paths: i) degradation by lysosomes through activation of autophagy pathways or through 

ubiquitination and disassembling in the proteasome; ii) accumulation in the cytoplasm with 

aggregation into fibrils that eventually forms the LBs and LNs. Small α-synuclein aggregates such as 

oligomers and protofibrils were also described to self-propagate from cell to cell in a prion-like 

manner, although, the mechanism that provides the spreading is unclear. It was reported that α-

synuclein is transmitted via exocytosis to adjacent neurons, forming aggregates that propagate to 

neighboring brain regions and provoke synaptic dysfunction and neuronal loss 128–130 (Fig. 1.9).   
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Figure 1.9. -Synuclein aggregation and spread of the pathology in PD. -Synuclein physiologically exists 

as a natively unfolded protein. Mutations or increased level of -synuclein can trigger its misfolding into a -

sheet conformation that nucleates into small oligomers. These toxic soluble structures can be degraded 

following the autophagy or ubiquitin-proteasome pathway or they can further aggregate into insoluble amyloid 

fibrils provoking neuronal damage and death. This aberrant oligomers spread in a prion-like manner and can 

act as seeds for fibril formation in adjacent neurons 128. 
 

 

Supporting this hypothesis, PD mouse models were created by injecting in the brain α-synuclein pre-

formed short fibrils, that were shown to act as seeds for a rapid endogenous α-synuclein aggregation 

into LB-like inclusions which spread simulating α-synuclein pathology 131–133. Furthermore, 

oligomers (smaller than 100 nm) are considered to be the active toxic species of α-synuclein 

aggregates and show a wide array of mechanism of cellular toxicity. They were reported to have a 

higher affinity for lipid double layers compared to monomeric α-synuclein. This was shown to be 

associated with the compromise of cell membrane integrity, leading to dysregulated ion influx in DA 

neurons and an increased inflammatory response 134,135. Alterations in neuronal activity were also 

reported in presence of α-synuclein oligomers since they induce synaptic dysfunction and suppression 

of long-term potentiation by corrupting Ca2+ influx mechanisms in glutamatergic neurons 136. 

Additionally, cellular respiration defects and decreased mitochondrial membrane potential were 

reported accompanied by impairment in cellular autophagy and protein degradation 137,138. 

In PD, the DA neurons of the SNpc progressively die, causing the motor symptoms. Although α-

synuclein is ubiquitously present in different synaptic populations and its aggregation manifests 
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throughout several brain regions, it is controversial why the DA neurons of the SNpc are particularly 

affected by α-synuclein pathology. Studies underlined the higher susceptibility of DA neurons to 

oxidative stress 139,140 and to mitochondrial damage 141 and the direct interaction between dopamine 

and α-synuclein as a driving force in α-synuclein aggregation 142 but a clear mechanism that explains 

the preponderant aggregation of α-synuclein in SNpc neurons is still missing.  

 

 

1.2.3 Microtubules and Parkinson’s disease 

 
 

A growing number of studies report the involvement of cytoskeleton defects in neurodegenerative 

diseases. Different pathogenic molecular mechanisms such as mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative 

stress and accumulation of α-synuclein aggregates have been implicated in the death of SNpc DA 

neurons 139–142, although it is not known whether these are primary or secondary insults in PD 

neurodegeneration. The concept that MT dysfunction, in terms of organization and dynamics, as well 

as failure of MT-dependent neuronal processes such as axonal transport, can participate to PD 

progression is still under investigation.   

Evidence of the participation of the MT cytoskeleton in early PD neuronal dysfunction was first 

collected from studies on PD-neurotoxins. Among them, exposure to 1- methyl- 4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-

tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) was linked with mitochondrial and oxidative stress damage of the DA 

neurons of the SNpc. MPTP is selectively uptaken by DAT into the DA synapse where is converted 

to its active metabolite MPP+, leading to synaptic dysfunction and neuronal damage. Interestingly, 

signs of axonal transport impairment and MT dysfunction are detected before death of DA neurons 

in PD mouse models injected with MPTP 143. In addition, MT destabilization has been shown to 

precede mitochondrial transport deficit and neurite degeneration in MPP+-treated cells 144. Another 

PD-neurotoxin, rotenone, was reported to inhibit tubulin self-assembly in vitro 145 and to be 

selectively toxic for DA neurons through induction of MT depolymerization. Indeed, MT disruption 

provokes vesicular trafficking impairment and accumulation of dopamine vesicles whose leaking 

induces oxidative stress and profound neuronal damage 146. Stabilization of MTs was also reported 

to be protective in DA neurons against rotenone toxicity 147.      

It is also known that several proteins implicated in PD, such as Parkin, LRRK2, DJ1 and α-synuclein, 

were linked to MT alterations and/or interference with MT assembly. α-synuclein aggregation has 

been associated with a plethora of disruptive effects on the cytoskeleton. Deposits of α-synuclein 

colocalize with tubulin 148,149 and both neurofilaments and β-tubulin are found in close association to 
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phosphorylated Ser129 α-synuclein at the periphery of LBs 150 whereas three tubulin chains (α-4A, 

-3, -4) are preferential interactors of oligomeric α-synuclein 151. In turn, α-synuclein oligomers 

were shown to impair neuronal MT-kinesin interplay in human iPSC-derived neurons and to induce 

a relocation of transport-regulating proteins such as Miro1 and Tau, suggesting that early axonal 

transport deficits may drive synaptic dysfunction and PD pathology 152. Furthermore, α-synuclein 

was reported to induce tau hyperphosphorylation, thus strongly driving MT destabilization 153.  

Parkin, a protein whose mutations are associated with most cases of juvenile parkinsonism, is an E3 

ubiquitin ligase responsible for the transfer of activated ubiquitin to damaged or misfolded proteins 

that are degraded by the proteasome 154. Parkin is well characterized in its role in the regulation of 

mitophagy but it has also been linked to modulation of the MT cytoskeleton. In 2005, Yang et al. 

reported that parkin acts a MT stabilizer, and parkin expression protects against PD-neurotoxins like 

rotenone and MT-depolymerizing agents 155. Recent evidence supports a role for parkin in 

maintaining the morphological complexity of human midbrain derived-iPSC neurons through its MT-

stabilizing effect while parkin PD-linked mutants reduce neuronal complexity and promote MT 

destabilization 156. In line with these studies, our lab reported that parkin KO mice showed a rapid 

induction of MT acetylation both in DA neuron cell bodies and fibers localized in the SNpc and 

corpus striatum, respectively. Interestingly, these alterations were revealed to precede mitochondrial 

trafficking impairment. Additionally, loss of parkin in differentiated PC12 cells caused mitochondrial 

mobility damage and this effect was rescued by the MT-stabilizer taxol 157. This demonstrated that 

the integrity of MT network is essential for the survival of DA neurons, which are particularly 

vulnerable to MT depolymerization because of their peculiar morphology and neurochemistry.  

LRRK2 interacts preferentially with β tubulin isoforms and has been shown to modulate MT stability 

through regulation of the acetylated state of MTs, a marker of stable MTs. Fibroblasts from PD 

patients bearing mutations in LRRK2 and LRRK2 KO mice fibroblasts show increased MT 

acetylation 45,158,159. Since LRRK2 is mostly localized at the growth cone and in proximity of dynamic 

MTs, when this protein carries PD-related mutations, it is possible that it partially loses its role in the 

regulation of MT dynamics, increasing the stable pool of acetylated MTs and fostering cytoskeleton 

hyper-stabilization. Finally, Sheng and colleagues demonstrate a novel role for DJ-1 as a MT 

dynamics regulation and proved that its deficiency leads to striatal neurite outgrowth impairment 160.  
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1.2.4  The α-synuclein/tubulin interaction  

 

 
Unlike other neurodegenerative diseases such as AD in which the contribution of cytoskeletal defects 

to the progression of the pathology is well established, only circumstantial evidence links PD to MT 

alterations. Mutant α-synuclein was shown to drive DA neuron degeneration mostly by provoking 

mitochondrial distress, impaired Ca2+ influx and membrane disruption 134,136,138. However, aggregated 

α-synuclein was also recently associated with PD pathology by altering MT dynamics. Firstly, it was  

shown to co-immunoprecipitate with tubulin and reported to affect MT assembly in vitro 149,161. 

Secondly, evidence correlated the expression of wild type α-synuclein with MT disruption in HeLa 

cells 162. Notwithstanding, it is controversial which region of the protein is responsible for the 

interaction with tubulin. While it was firstly indicated that the C-terminal region of α-synuclein was 

involved 161, a more recent study reported the α-synuclein NAC region to had remarkable tubulin 

binding capacity 162. Our lab hypothesized that α-synuclein may act as a MT-dynamase based on its 

ability to fold upon interaction with tubulin, enhance tubulin polymerization, nucleation and MT 

catastrophe. Importantly, circular dichroism analysis of PD-mutants α-synuclein such as A53T, E46K 

and A30P showed that they all lose the ability to fold while interacting with tubulin 59.  

Indirect proof of α-synuclein interaction with MTs also exists 163, supporting the notion that α-

synuclein may play a role as a MAP and that its aggregation and/or mutation can drive PD 

neurodegeneration. Notably, increased levels of α-synuclein were able to partially restore dendritic 

transport in tau KO mice, whereas no rescue was observed in the case of other MAPs 164. A MT-

mediated mechanism for α-synuclein-mediated recruitment of DAT to the plasma membrane was also 

suggested in neurons 165.   

We recently demonstrated that α-synuclein/tubulin interaction occurs in human and mouse brain and 

that this association mostly localizes to the presynaptic compartment in murine corpus striatum, 

where most of the DA synapses of the SNpc neurons are localized. Our observations suggest that α-

synuclein might be a key player in the regulation of presynaptic MTs, a process recently demonstrated 

to be rate-limiting in the control of synaptic transmission 10.  

This cumulative knowledge supports the idea that α-synuclein may act as a direct and/or indirect 

modulator of MT assembly. Further studies are needed to obtain mechanistic insight to clarify how 

-synuclein interaction with tubulin regulates the neuronal MT cytoskeleton and whether impairment 

of this interaction contributes to PD neurodegeneration. 
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2.  Aim of the Project 
 

 

 

PD is one of the most common neurodegenerative disorders. The neuropathological features of PD 

are the selective and progressive loss of DA neurons in the SNpc, a midbrain region, deficiencies in 

striatal dopamine levels, and the presence of intraneuronal α-synuclein deposits known as LBs. 

Mutations of proteins that cause PD, including -synuclein, induce cytoskeletal defects in the central 

nervous system and synaptic dysfunction. It remains unclear, however, which mechanisms lead to 

synaptic dysfunction in PD and whether alterations in cytoskeletal dynamics are primary or secondary 

events in the induction of neurodegeneration of SNpc DA neurons.  

MTs are ubiquitous cytoskeletal elements that play critical functions in cell polarity, intracellular 

transport and structural support. While it has long been known that MTs support neuronal structures, 

however, their roles at synapses have been explored only over the past decade. It was reported that 

dynamic MTs enter into dendritic spines, and invasion by dynamic MTs regulates spine enlargement 

and synaptic strength 32, 35.  The role of MTs at mammalian presynaptic elements on the other hand 

has remained uncharted territory until very recently. In highly active synapses that require accurate, 

graded neurotransmitter release, presynaptic MTs are rate limiting for high-frequency 

neurotransmission and in anchoring mitochondria at sites of high metabolic demand. In pyramidal 

neurons excitatory presynaptic sites are hotspots for MT nucleation, a process regulating 

neurotransmission by providing the tracks for targeted bidirectional delivery of a rate-limiting supply 

of synaptic vesicles (SVs) to sites of stimulated release 10. The role of presynaptic MTs in DA neurons 

remains unexplored. 

Emerging data indicate that MTs also interact with -synuclein. Physiologically, -synuclein 

associates with membranes and is involved in the regulation of dopamine release, mobilization and 

docking of SVs. Interestingly, -synuclein folds upon interaction with tubulin and pathogenic -

synuclein PD variants lose this function and promote tubulin aggregation 59. However, its specific 

role in regulating neurotransmitter release through a presynaptic MT-mediated mechanism and 

whether loss of this activity contributes to pathology has not been elucidated yet.  

 

The aim of my study was to interrogate, by using different experimental models, whether and how -

synuclein acts as a modulator of presynaptic MT dynamics in DA neurons. Firstly, I investigated the 

occurrence of a direct interaction between -synuclein and -tubulin in synaptic compartments of 

human and murine corpus striatum. Next, I analysed whether suppression of -synuclein expression 
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fostered an accumulation of specific tubulin PTMs associated with MT stability and impacted on 

presynaptic MT dynamics. This work led to the first characterization of the dynamic MT cytoskeleton 

in DA neurons and to preliminary evidence supporting a role for -synuclein as a MT “dynamase” in 

ventral midbrain neurons.  
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3.  Main Results 
 

 

 

3.1 α-Synuclein and α-tubulin interact in human brain and at the 

pre-synapse in murine corpus striatum 
 

 

When the colocalization of α-synuclein and α-tubulin was revealed in the synaptic compartment 60, 

we decided to explore whether the two proteins associate at synapses in situ by using brightfield PLA 

in both murine and human corpus striatum. First, we showed that the interaction occurs in murine 

brain. Two negative controls were used to assess the specificity of the PLA signal: (i) omission of the 

anti-α-synuclein primary antibody during the PLA staining, and (ii) α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA 

performed on sections of C57BL/6J OlaHsd mice carrying spontaneous deletion of the SNCA gene 

166. As expected, no PLA signal was detected in the samples with no primary antibody and in 

C57BL/6J OlaHsd mouse sections. Next, we found that α-synuclein/α-tubulin interaction occurs in 

the human brain of healthy subjects. We observed a diffused signal localized mostly in the corpus 

striatum and in the cerebral cortex, especially in layer V, which is characterized by a high synaptic 

density. As a positive PLA control, we analysed the distribution of α-tubulin/βIII-tubulin PLA signal 

in the human brain and found a pattern of staining that was more intense in the white matter, showing 

its specificity for regions that are rich in MTs such as the bundles of fibers of the corpus striatum or 

the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons.  

Based on the evidence that α-synuclein and α-tubulin directly interact in mouse and human brain, we 

examined whether this interaction occurs at synaptic terminals. To this end, we localized fluorescent 

α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA signal with synaptophysin immunofluorescence to label striatal synapses. 

We found that α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA signal widely colocalized with synaptophysin staining. We 

expressed the colocalization by using Manders’ coefficients M1 and M2, parameters that quantify the 

overlap of the PLA signal on synaptophysin (M1) and viceversa (M2). Specifically, more than half 

of the fraction of PLA signal (65%, M1 = 0.65) colocalized with synaptophysin signal while only a 

small percentage (5%, M2 = 0.05) of striatal synapses revealed the association between the two 

proteins. Furthermore, analysis of the intensity profiles confirmed the complete superimposition of 

PLA staining with synaptophysin signal, confirming the localization of this interaction within the 

synaptic compartment in mouse corpus striatum 60.  
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To conclude, our data demonstrate a close proximity and a potential direct interaction between α-

synuclein and α-tubulin not only in different neuronal compartments such as dendrites and axons, but 

also at the pre-synapse where their mutual interaction may be crucial for controlling SV transport and 

neurotransmitter release.   

 

3.2 α-Synuclein colocalizes at both plus and minus ends of more 

dynamic MTs  
 

 

Next, we investigated whether α-synuclein associates with α-tubulin at specific regions of the MT. 

Since we hypothesize that α-synuclein may directly be involved in the regulation MT polymerization 

and/or nucleation, we checked its localization in proximity of the MT plus or minus end. Furthermore, 

we analyzed whether α-synuclein localizes preferentially with selected tubulin post-translational 

modifications (PTMs). To this end, we examined the colocalization of -synuclein with both 

acetylated and tyrosinated tubulins, markers of stable and dynamic MTs, respectively. To achieve 

this, we moved to a simpler cellular model, specifically PC12 rat pheocromocytoma cells, that we 

differentiated into a neuronal lineage for 2 or 5 days with human nerve growth factor (-NGF). Upon 

differentiation, PC12 cells acquire a neuron-like phenotype, with neurites and growth cones and can 

be used as a simplified model for studying neuronal MTs. Since rat PC12 cells do not express α-

synuclein, we transfected them with human α-synuclein-GFP 24-36 h before fixation. Cells were later 

immunostained with anti-human α-synuclein antibody and imaged using a 60x objective on a laser 

scanning Nikon confocal microscope.  

Our analysis revealed that α-synuclein preferentially colocalizes with tyrosinated tubulin 

(38%, by Manders’ coefficient, M1 = 0.38), whereas only 12% of α-synuclein signal overlaps with 

acetylated tubulin (by Manders’ coefficients, M1 = 0.12) (Fig. 3.1). It also showed that α-synuclein 

displays a similar degree of colocalization with both EB3, a MT associated protein MAP that marks 

the MT plus end, and -tubulin, a key component of the -TURC that localizes at the MT minus end. 

Specifically, 18% of α-synuclein signal overlapped with EB3. 
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Figure 3.1: Immunostaining of α-synuclein with acetylated and detyrosinated tubulin (up) and EB3 and 

γ-tubulin (down) in differentiated PC12 (A) Representative immunofluorescence images of acetylated 

tubulin (red, left) and tyrosinated tubulin (red, right) in 5 DIV differentiated rat PC12 cells overexpressing 

human α-synuclein-EGFP (grey). (B) Overlapping Mander’s M1 coefficient of α-synuclein on acetylated 

tubulin and tyrosinated tubulin or overlapping Mander’s M2 coefficient of acetylated tubulin and tyrosinated 

tubulin on α-synuclein. (C) Representative immunofluorescence images of EB3 (red, left) and γ-tubulin (red, 

right) in 5 DIV differentiated rat PC12 cells overexpressing human α-synuclein-EGFP (grey). (D) Overlapping 

Mander’s M1 coefficient of α-synuclein on EB3 and γ-tubulin or overlapping Mander’s M2 coefficient of EB3 

and γ-tubulin on α-synuclein. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 by Mann-Whitney t test (B, D: N=15-25 

cells).  

 

 

(by Manders’ coefficients, M1 = 0.18) and 12% with -tubulin, with not significant difference 

between the two (Fig. 3.1).   

 

This evidence supports the notion that α-synuclein is involved in regulating MT dynamics by being 

a modulator of dynamic MTs. It further shows that α-synuclein does not preferentially associate with 

either the plus or the minus end of a MT, suggesting that it may act as a MT “dynamase” 59 by 

simultaneously regulating polymerization/catastrophe at the plus end and MT nucleation at the minus 

end.  
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3.3 α-Synuclein suppression induces accumulation of acetylated and 

detyrosinated tubulin  
 

 

We hypothesized that α-synuclein could possibly be involved in the modulation of dynamic MTs as 

it preferentially colocalizes in proximity of tyrosinated tubulin, a marker of highly dynamic and 

unstable MTs. Thus, we tested whether α-synuclein suppression in primary neuronal cultures could 

lead to accumulation of specific tubulin PTMs, markers of long lived and more stable MTs. To this 

end, we silenced α-synuclein expression with lentiviral delivery of shRNA against rat α-synuclein 

(Vectorbuilder) in rat hippocampal primary neurons, 7 or 10 DIV, that were cultured up to 14 days 

to allow for synaptogenesis. Total levels of α-synuclein and selected tubulin PTMs were assessed via 

Western Blotting (Fig. 3.2). As shown in Fig. 3.2, α-synuclein suppression induced accumulation of 

detyrosinated tubulin and an increasing trend in acetylated tubulin after 4 and 7 days of knockdown. 

The total levels of α-tubulin were also increased in the absence of α-synuclein, although not to a 

significant degree. Finally, we could not detect any difference in the levels of polyglutamylated or 

2 tubulin.  

 

We concluded that the observed accumulation of acetylated or detyrosinated tubulins, two major 

indirect markers of MT stability, further supported our hypothesis that α-synuclein acts as an enhancer 

of MT dynamicity. When acutely suppressed, MTs may increase their lifetime and become  

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.2: Western blotting quantification of Acetylated and Detyrosinated tubulin in mature 

hippocampal neurons after α-synuclein knockdown after 7 days of infection with shSNCA or 

shScramble (CTRL) lentivirus. Representative western blot bands (A) and quantification of the total levels 

(B) of α-synuclein, Acetylated tubulin, Detyrosinated tubulin and α-tubulin, from left to right. GAPDH was 

used as loading control. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 by Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 

comparisons test (B: N=5 experiments).  
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more prone to be modified by the enzymes responsible for acetylation or detyrosination, tubulin 

PTMs that can further increase the stability properties of MTs by changing the mechanical properties 

of the lattice (acetylation) or inhibiting the binding of depolymerizing kinesins (detryrosination) 65,167.  

 

 

3.4 α-Synuclein promotes activity-evoked MT nucleation at en 

passant boutons  
 

Next, we investigated whether and how α-synuclein modulates presynaptic MT dynamics. Here we 

employed embryonic (E18) rat pyramidal glutamatergic neurons differentiated in culture for the 

following reasons: i) -tubulin is localized at pre-synaptic sites and -tubulin-mediated pre-synaptic 

MT nucleation controls neurotransmission in hippocampal neurons 10, ii) glutamatergic pyramidal 

neurons  express high levels of α-synuclein 168 and iii) the hippocampus and the limbic system are 

regions involved in PD neurodegeneration at later stages of the disease 169.   

For this experiment, α-synuclein expression was silenced by lentiviral delivery of shRNA against rat 

α-synuclein (Vectorbuilder) at 11-14 DIV for 7 days. 24-36 h before live imaging, neurons were 

transfected with EB3-EGFP and VGluT1-mCherry, markers of MT growing plus ends and en passant 

boutons, respectively. 4-6 h before imaging, neurons were exposed to 50 M D-AP5 (NMDA 

inhibitor) to silence basal neuronal activity in excitatory glutamatergic neurons and, after AP5 

washout, 20 M Bicucullin (GABAA antagonist) was added to the imaging medium. Bicucullin 

  

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the experimental timeline for the MT nucleation assay. Rat -

synuclein expression was knocked down by lentiviral delivery of shRNA prior to transfecting neurons with 

EB3-EGFP and VGluT1-mCherry to visualize MT plus end and en passant glutamatergic boutons, 

respectively.  Neurons were pre-treated (4-6 h) with the NMDA inhibitor AP5 and live imaging was performed 

in the distal region of the axon (> 100 m from the cell body) upon neuronal stimulation with the GABA 

receptor inhibitor Bicucullin. 
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Figure 3.4: MT nucleation assay and MT dynamics in -synuclein knockdown hippocampal neurons. 

(A) Quantitative Western blot analysis of -synuclein levels in hippocampal neurons (18-21 DIV) infected 

with either scramble control (shScramble) or shRNA lentivirus to silence rat -synuclein (shrSNCA) for 7 

days. (B) Representative kymographs of EB3 comets in selected distal regions of the axons in hippocampal 

neurons treated as in A. For live-imaging of presynaptic MTs, neurons were transfected with EB3-EGFP and 

VGluT1-mCherry 24-36 h prior to live imaging and pretreated with AP5 for 4-6 h. (C) MT dynamics 

parameters from kymograph analysis of EB3 comets in axons of hippocampal neurons treated as in (B) or 

incubated with bicuculline for 1–20 min (+Bic) after washout. (D) Quantification of subclassified EB3 comet 

density relative to stable VGluT1+ puncta of hippocampal neurons treated as in (C). * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** 

p<0.001 by Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test (C: N=5 experiments; B: N=7-10 

axons), Mann-Whitney t tests (D: N=7-10 axons).  

 

suppresses the inhibitory stimuli coming from hippocampal GABAergic interneurons present in the 

culture, thus stimulating the rising of action potentials in pyramidal neurons. Live imaging recording 

of EB3 comet dynamics was performed with an epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 60x 

objective in the distal region of the axon (> 100 m from the cell body) for no more than 20 min after 

AP5 washout with or without Bicucullin. MT dynamics parameters were calculated by measuring 
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Figure 3.5: Immunostaining of -tubulin and synapsin 1/2 in mature rat hippocampal neurons after 

infection with shRNA against -synuclein or sh non-coding control for 7 days. (A) Mature hippocampal 

neurons infected with shNC immunostained with synapsin 1/2 (cyan), -tubulin (magenta) and merge (pointed 

by white arrows) with MAP2 (red), from left to right. (B) Mature hippocampal neurons infected with shSNCA 

immunostained with synapsin 1/2 (cyan), -tubulin (magenta) and merge (pointed by white arrows) with MAP2 

(red), from left to right. (C) Overlapping Mander’s M1 coefficient of -tubulin on synapsin 1/2 or overlapping 

Mander’s M2 coefficient of synapsin 1/2 on γ-tubulin. (D) Overlapping Mander’s M1 and M2 coefficient 

obtained after +/- 90° rotation cross-correlation analysis of the same images analyzed in (C). * p<0.05; ** 

p<0.01; *** p<0.001 by Mann-Whitney t test (B: N=20 fields of view). 
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EB3-EGFP movement as published 170. Fast time-lapse imaging of EB3-labeled MT plus ends allows 

the quantitative assessment of MT dynamics at or away from individual glutamate release sites 

labeled with VGluT1-mCherry. Pre-synaptic dynamic MTs were distinguished based on their plus-

end contact with VGluT1+ boutons and were defined as (1) interbouton, MTs that have no contact 

with the presynaptic markers, or (2) intrabouton, MTs that interact with the pre-synaptic SV marker 

at any point during their lifetime. Intrabouton MTs were further classified as (1) nucleating/rescuing 

(starting) at boutons, (2) undergoing catastrophe/pausing (ending) at the boutons, or (3) passing 

through the bouton (Fig. 3.4 D) 10. For general MT dynamics interbouton and intrabouton MTs were 

pooled together (Fig. 3.4 C).  

I observed that silencing -synuclein expression caused steady-state reduction in the total density of 

growing MT ends and that neuronal firing restored this parameter to values comparable to the non-

stimulated control (Fig. 3.4 C). We also analysed the effect of suppressed -synuclein expression on 

pre-synaptic MT dynamics. Upon evoked-activity we observed a clear reduction in stimulated MT 

nucleation at pre-synaptic boutons compared to control neurons, indicating that -synuclein acts as 

an enhancer of evoked MT nucleation at sites of neurotransmitter release. Interestingly, loss of -

synuclein also lead to an increase in the number of dynamic MTs reaching to a more distal bouton 

(Fig. 3.4 D) whereas no effect was measured in the density, size and interbouton distance. Moreover, 

we immunostained mature rat hippocampal neurons after lentiviral delivery of shRNA against -

synuclein in order to verify that -synuclein suppression did not provoke a shift in the synaptic 

localization of the MT nucleator -tubulin 10. No significant change in the overlapping of -tubulin 

(around 30%) on the synaptic marker synapsin 1/2 (M1) was seen nor in the total number of synapses 

containing -tubulin (around 15%) (M2). We established the reliability of our staining with a cross-

correlation analysis by rotating the analyzed images +/- 90° and recalculating the to (Fig. 3.5 C). 

Manders’ coefficient afterwards. As expected, the Manders’s coefficients decreased to values close 

to zero (Fig. 3.5 D).  

 

These results demonstrate that in excitatory hippocampal neurons -synuclein is a positive regulator 

of MT dynamics upon activity-evoked MT nucleation at presynaptic sites, indicating that -synuclein 

acts as an axonal “dynamase”. They also suggest that, by preventing more comets from reaching a 

more distal bouton, -synuclein may also act as an inhibitor of KIF1A-mediated SV precursor drop 

off at distal sites of release, a mechanism that sustains synaptic strength in hippocampal neurons by 

allowing high-precision motor detachment at the pre-synapse 171.  
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3.5 Dopaminergic neuron MT dynamics show features of other CNS 

neurons  
 

 

Surprisingly, neither basal not activity-evoked MT dynamics has ever been described in DA neurons.  

To do this, we employed DAT-Td-tomato P1-P3 postnatal mouse ventral midbrain neurons that we 

obtained through our collaboration with Dr. David Sulzer’s lab. These neurons express Td-tomato 

under a DAT promoter to allow for visualization of DA in culture. Differentiated DA neurons in 

culture (11 DIV to 14 DIV) were infected 36-48 h with EB3-EGFP lentivirus prior to live and post-

fixation immunostaining with the axonal initial segment (AIS) marker ankyrin G was performed to 

relocate and distinguish axons from dendrites (Fig. 3.6 A). We found that in DA neurons MTs were 

more dynamic and with a higher nucleation/rescue rate in dendrites compared to the axons while no 

difference was observed in catastrophe rates or MT dynamicity in the proximal (<100 m from cell 

body) and distal region of either axons or dendrites (Fig. 3.6 B). As is the case with pyramidal 

neurons, MT orientation was mixed in the dendrites with an increasing percentage of anterograde 

comets in the distal regions. In the axons (Fig. 3.6 C) all comets were mono-oriented toward the distal 

tip of the neurite.  

 

Altogether, our data demonstrate that the comet density and rescue/nucleation frequency in axons and 

dendrites of DA neurons appear to be comparable with what was previously observed in hippocampal 

neurons 10. Interestingly, the catastrophe frequency in DA neurons revealed to be consistently lower 

than in hippocampal neurons (almost 1.5 fold decrease) both in axons and dendrites 10 indicating that 

MTs are more stable in this neuronal subtype and less susceptible to shrinking.  
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Figure 3.6: MT dynamics in untreated mature mouse DA neurons. (A) Representative single frame from 

a time-lapse movie and relative kymograph of a boxed region on a proximal dendrite of a DAT-Td-Tomato 

DA neuron (right). Post-fixation immunostaining with ankyrinG to highlight the axon (left). (B) Parameters of 

MT dynamics derived from kymograph analysis of EB3 comet movement in axons and dendrites of DAT-Td-

Tomato DA neurons as in A. (C) EB3 comet orientation in proximal (< 100 m) and distal (> 100 m) regions 

of axons and dendrites.  * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 by Kruskal Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple 

comparisons tests (B, C: N=2-3 axons N=2-10 dendrites).  
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3.6  α-Synuclein positively regulates MT dynamics in ventral 

midbrain neurons  
 

 

Next, we examined whether -synuclein regulates MT dynamics also in ventral midbrain (VM) 

neurons. For this purpose, 36-48 h before live imaging we infected WT and -synuclein KO VM 

cultures with lentiviral EB3-EGFP (Fig. 3.7 A). As we observed in hippocampal neurons, loss of -

synuclein reduced comet density, rescue/nucleation and catastrophe frequency in neurites (Fig. 3.7 

B), suggesting that -synuclein acts as a MT “dynamase” also in DA neurons by promoting MT 

nucleation, elongation and shrinking of MTs.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: MT dynamics in mouse ventral midbrain neurons in WT vs -synuclein-KO (A) 

Representative kymographs of EB3 comets in neurites of WT and -synuclein KO mouse ventral midbrain 

neurons (11-14 DIV) infected with EB3-EGFP lentivirus 36-48 h prior to live imaging. (B) Parameters of MT 

dynamics derived from kymograph analysis of EB3 comet movement in WT and -synuclein-KO mouse 

ventral midbrain mature neurons infected as in (A). * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 by Mann-Whitney t test 

(B: N=11 neurites). 
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4.  Conclusions and Future Perspectives 
 

 

 

The evidence reported in this study clearly demonstrate that, in mammalian neurons, a physiological 

interaction between -synuclein and -tubulin occurs at the pre-synapse and that -synuclein is able 

to positively regulate MT dynamics as well as MT nucleation at sites of neurotransmitter release.  

The direct -synuclein/-tubulin association was shown to be localized in human healthy subjects 

and WT murine striatum and to mostly occur within the synaptic compartment in physiological 

conditions 60. Then, we tested whether α-synuclein was localized at the MT plus or minus end, and 

whether there was a preferential localization of α-synuclein for a particular subset of MTs. We found 

that α-synuclein colocalizes both with EB3 and -tubulin, marker of plus and minus end, respectively. 

We also detected that α-synuclein has also a preferential colocalization with tyrosinated tubulin, 

marker of highly dynamic MTs 172 compared to acetylated tubulin, marker instead of stable and 

mechanically resistant MTs 67,69. Although we cannot rule out the presence of α-synuclein along the 

MT shaft, our results suggest that α-synuclein colocalizes with no specificity at sites of tubulin 

nucleation and polymerization as well as being more likely accumulated in proximity of dynamic 

MTs.  

Next, we investigated whether and how α-synuclein modulates presynaptic MT dynamics upon 

neuronal firing. Fast time-lapse imaging of EB3-labeled MT growing ends showed that, in the distal 

region of hippocampal axons, α-synuclein suppression causes a steady-state reduction in the total 

density of growing MT ends and that neuronal firing restored this parameter to values comparable to 

the non-stimulated control. We also analysed the effect of α-synuclein silencing on presynaptic MTs.  

Upon evoked-activity we observed a clear reduction in stimulated MT nucleation at presynaptic 

boutons, indicating -synuclein as positive regulator of synaptic MT nucleation in excitatory neurons. 

Interestingly, -synuclein seems to decrease also the number of MTs reaching the next boutons 

suggesting that it may also act as an inhibitor of KIF1A-mediated SV drop off at more distal sites of 

release 89. In support of our hypothesis, we performed western blotting analysis after suppression of 

α-synuclein expression in glutamatergic rat hippocampal neurons, finding that there was a consistent 

increase of the total levels of detyrosinated tubulin, thus indicating that silencing the effect of α-

synuclein on MT dynamics leads to MT stabilization. In accordance with a previous study 173, an 

increasing trend in the amount of total tubulin was also revealed, suggesting an upregulation of 

tubulin expression due to a reduced tendency of MTs to depolymerize. When α-synuclein is acutely 

suppressed, MTs increase their lifetime and become more prone to be modified by the enzymes 
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responsible for acetylation or detyrosination, tubulin PTMs that can further increase the stability 

properties of MTs by enhancing their mechanical resistance (acetylation) and inhibiting the binding 

of depolymerizing kinesins (detryrosination) 167. 

The finding that α-synuclein promotes MT dynamics in hippocampal neurons does not necessarily 

implicate that the same effect will be seen in DA neurons, since, as we showed, its effect is strictly 

related with firing. DA neurons, indeed, have a totally different pattern of neuronal activity showing 

a tonic response to stimuli but also a spontaneous pacemaker ability to evoke action potentials. 

Moreover, some varicosities in DA neurons are not synaptic, they have a consistent number of silent 

varicosities 174,175 and the active ones has revealed a volumetric type of release of the neurotransmitter 

176,177. These particular features might determine a different role of presynaptic MTs in this neuronal 

subtype. Indeed, the role of presynaptic MTs in tonically active DA neurons with a volumetric 

neurotransmitter release remains unexplored. Additionally, the extensive axonal arbor of DA neurons 

compared to other CNS neurons opens to the possibility that MT dynamics might be different to what 

was previously found in different types of neurons. To check this possibility, we characterized the 

MT dynamics of axons and dendrites in unstimulated DA neurons that, surprisingly, was never 

described before. We found that, overall, MTs were more dynamic in DA neurons while there was a 

consistency in the uniform orientation of the plus end toward the growth cone in axons and a mixed 

polarity in the dendrites, compared to hippocampal neurons 10. Then, we investigated for the first time 

whether α-synuclein has a role in regulating MT dynamics in VM neurons. Our results reported that, 

in α-synuclein KO VM neurites, there was a consistent reduction of the nucleation/rescue as well as 

the catastrophe rate and a total decrease of the number of MT growing ends, thus suggesting that α-

synuclein might be an MT-dynamase also in DA neurons, although the effect on presynaptic MTs 

has not been investigated yet.  

Based on this collective evidence, we propose a model where α-synuclein directly affects tubulin 

polymerization, acting as an axonal enhancer of MT dynamics and whose effect is strictly related to 

neuronal activity. Although our cell culture system can only partially simulate the signalling network 

of the brain, in this study we are still considering a way greater level of complexity compared to the 

previous in vitro experiments 59 by considering the whole cellular machinery of the neuron.  Since 

the cellular integrity and functioning are preserved, we cannot rule out that α-synuclein might 

partially exert its function indirectly, for example through modulation of MAPs activity, interacting 

with motor proteins or tubulin-modifying enzymes. Additionally, since this model is likely to be 

dependent on the pattern of neuronal firing, we cannot state yet that the positive effect on presynaptic 

nucleation can be translated also to DA neurons although its effect on MT polymerization seems to 

be retained. Indeed, our observation that α-synuclein regulates MT dynamics is in line with the 
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finding that it was shown to act as a “dynamase” 59 that induces polymerization of MTs in vitro system 

of purified tubulin 161 and that presynaptic boutons are enriched in MT plus ends 171. Notwithstanding, 

our results differ from this last study since we observed that, i) only MT nucleation (initiation), but 

not catastrophe/pausing (termination), is preferentially regulated at boutons at basal levels and ii) we 

see an increase in the MT ending at the presynaptic boutons upon neuronal firing in absence of α-

synuclein. This could be explained by the fact that α-synuclein may compete with KIF1A for the 

binding site to GTP-tubulin, thus inhibiting the mediated SV drop off at more distal sites of release.  

In this context, we soon aim to dissect the effect of α-synuclein on presynaptic MT nucleation in DA 

neurons, in order to identify whether α-synuclein is involved in the regulation of dopamine release 

through an MT-mediated mechanism. Putative differences on how this mechanism sustains DA 

neurotransmission may shed light on the selective vulnerability of DA neurons of the SNpc to α-

synuclein aggregation and synaptic impairment. Moreover, at present, whether dysregulation of 

tubulin modulating activity by -synuclein PD variants contributes to the synaptic pathology in PD 

has not been elucidated. These findings pave the way for the exploration the putative corruption of 

the tubulin-regulating activity of PD-mutated forms of α-synuclein, thus correlating early PD synaptic 

dysfunction with α-synuclein mutations through a tubulin-mediated mechanism. 
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5.  Materials and Methods 
 

 

 

1.3  PC12 cells  
 

Rat pheochromocytoma PC12 cells were seeded onto poly-L-lysine coated coverslips and 

differentiated for 2 or 5 days with 50 ng/ml of human -NGF. Cells were then transfected with -

synuclein-GFP or GFP control vectors (Addgene) by using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). 

 

1.4  Primary hippocampal neurons  

Primary hippocampal neuronal cultures were prepared as previously described 166. Briefly, 

hippocampi were dissected from E18 rats, and neurons plated on 100 g/mL poly-D-lysine-coated 

12-well-plates at the density of 3x105 cells/well for biochemistry assays, 7x104 cells/dish for live 

imaging in the chamber of 35 mm MatTek dishes, or 4x104 cells/coverslip on 18 mm coverslips for 

immunofluorescence. Primary neurons were maintained in Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen) with the 

supplement of 2% B-27 (Invitrogen) and 0.5 mM glutamine (Invitrogen) at 37°C, and 300 l of the 

medium was changed every 7 days up to 3 weeks in culture.  

 

1.5  Lentivirus preparation 

Production of lentiviral particles was conducted using the 2nd generation packaging system as 

previously described 166. Briefly, HEK293T were co-transfected with lentiviral shRNA constructs 

and the packaging vectors pLP1, pLP2, and pLP-VSV-G (Invitrogen) using calcium phosphate. 24 h, 

36 h and 48 h after transfection, the virus was collected, filtered through 0.45 mm filter, and further 

concentrated with lentiviral precipitation solution (ALSTEM) as recommended by the manufacturer. 

Concentrated virus was aliquoted and stored at -80°C.  

Lentiviral construct to knockdown rat -synuclein was purchased from Vectorbuilder with the 

following DNA sense strand sequence 5’- GTGCTGTGAAATTTGTTAATA - 3’ onto a mammalian 

shRNA knockdown lentivector. The scramble control lentiviral vector was purchased from 

Vectorbuilder. Lentiviral construct to knockdown mouse -synuclein was purchased from Sigma 
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Aldrich (TRCN0000366591) with the following DNA sense strand sequence 5’- 

GATCCTGGCAGTGAGGCTTAT - 3’ onto pLKO.5 lentivector. The pLKO.5 vector with 

noncoding (NC) sequence (SHC202) was used as control. Lentiviral EB3-EGFP was generated by 

subcloning EB3-EGFP (a gift from Franck Polleux) into pLVX lentivector by Afe1 and Not1 

sequential digestions. 

 

1.6  Immunofluorescence microscopy and analysis 

For hippocampal primary neurons and PC12 cells staining, cells were fixed in 4% PFA + 4% sucrose 

diluted in PBS. Permeabilization was performed with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 10 min and the blocking 

step was carried out by incubating with 3% BSA for 30 min. Staining with primary antibodies was 

done overnight at 4°C followed by 2 h incubation with secondary antibodies. Mounted samples were 

observed, with IX83 Andor Revolution XD Spinning Disk Confocal, using a 60x objective. All 

images were analyzed by ImageJ. The degree of colocalization of different antigens was calculated 

by Manders’ coefficients, computed with the ImageJ JACoP plug-in 167.   

 

1.7  Live-cell imaging 

 

Hippocampal neurons grown on MatTek dishes were co-transfected with EB3-EGFP using 

Lipofectamine 2000CD (Invitrogen), together with the presynaptic markers VGluT1-mCherry. Live 

cell imaging was performed 24-36 h after transfection in complete HBSS media (HBSS, 30 mM 

glucose, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 4 mM NaHCO3, and 2.5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) using 

epifluorescence microscope (Nikon Ti) equipped with an Orca II ER charge-coupled device (CCD) 

camera (Hamamatsu, Japan) and a temperature-controlled (37 °C) CO2 incubator using a 60×/1.40NA 

objective. Movies were acquired at 2 s/frame for 3 min. Maximum projections of movies were 

performed and analysed in ImageJ and single plane images of VGluT1-labeled boutons were taken 

right before and after the time-lapse movie of EB3-labeled comets was acquired. Kymographs were 

generated by drawing a region in the distal (>100 m from the cell body) axon and axon were selected 

based on morphology and anterograde movement of EB3-labeled comets. For pharmacological 

induction of neuronal activity, neurons were pre-treated with 50 M D-AP5 for 4-6 h prior to live 
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imaging in complete neurobasal media. To induce neuronal activity, neurons were washed 3x with 

complete HBSS media and 20 M bicuculline or DMSO control was added to complete HBSS media 

after the washes. Time-lapse movies were taken 20 min upon treatment. Presynaptic MTs were 

classified based on their plus end contacts with stable VGluT1 labeled boutons. In our measurements 

of EB3 tracks starting or ending at boutons, we also included those that start or end at a bouton and 

pass through the next distal bouton. 

Postnatal ventral midbrain DA neurons were prepared in the Sulzer’s lab according to their published 

protocol 168. Neurons were infected with EB3-EGFP overexpression lentivirus prepared as described 

above. Live cell imaging was performed 36-48 h after infection in complete HBSS media using IX83 

Andor Revolution XD Spinning Disk Confocal System. The microscope was equipped with a 60x oil 

UApo objective, a multi-axis stage controller (ASI MS-2000), and a controlled temperature and CO2 

incubator. Movies were acquired with an Andor iXon Ultra EMCCD camera and Andor iQ 3.6.2 live 

cell imaging software at 2 s/frame for 3 min. Maximum projections of movies were performed and 

analysed in ImageJ. Kymographs were generated by drawing a region in the proximal (<100 m from 

the cell body) or the distal (>100 m) axons and/or dendrites based on post-fixation immunostaining 

for ankyrin G as described above.  

Parameters describing MT dynamics were defined as follows: i) rescue/nucleation frequency is the 

number of rescue or nucleation events per m2 per min; ii) catastrophe frequency is the number of 

full tracks/total duration of growth; iii) comet density is the number of comets per m2 per min; iv) 

growth length is the comet movement length in m; v) comet lifetime is the duration of growth; vi) 

growth rate is the growth length/comet lifetime. Last, % of retrograde tracks indicates the number of 

retrograde tracks/number of total moving tracks x 100 169. 

 

 

1.8  Western blot 

Cells were lysed in Laemmli sample buffer and boiled at 96°C for 5 min. Cell lysates were sonicated 

by a probe sonicator to sheer cellular debris and genomic DNA. Proteins were separated by 10% Bis-

Tris gel (Invitrogen) and transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane. After blocking in 3% BSA/TBS, 

membranes were incubated with primary antibodies for 2 h at room temperature or at 4°C overnight 

prior to 1 h incubation with infrared secondary antibodies (LI-COR Biosciences). Image acquisition 

was performed with an Odyssey imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences) and analyzed with Odyssey 

software. 
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1.9  Quantification and statistical analysis 

Data are shown as means ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and from at least 3 independent 

experiments. Image analysis was performed by ImageJ (Fiji), and Andor iQ3. Western blot analysis 

was performed by LI-COR Image Studio Software. Statistical analysis between two groups was 

performed using Mann-Whitney tests (Fig. 3.1 B, D; Fig. 3.4 D; Fig. 3.5 C, D; Fig. 3.7 B). 

Comparison among three or more groups was performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s 

multiple comparisons test for non-parametric unpaired one-way ANOVA tests (Fig. 3.2 B; Fig. 3.4 

A, C; Fig. 3.6 B). Statistical analysis and graph generation was performed with GraphPad Prism 9.0.0 

software. Statistical significance was set for p < 0.05.  
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Abstract: α-synuclein is a small protein that is mainly expressed in the synaptic terminals of nervous
tissue. Although its implication in neurodegeneration is well established, the physiological role of
α-synuclein remains elusive. Given its involvement in the modulation of synaptic transmission and
the emerging role of microtubules at the synapse, the current study aimed at investigating whether
α-synuclein becomes involved with this cytoskeletal component at the presynapse. We first analyzed
the expression of α-synuclein and its colocalization with α-tubulin in murine brain. Differences were
found between cortical and striatal/midbrain areas, with substantia nigra pars compacta and corpus
striatum showing the lowest levels of colocalization. Using a proximity ligation assay, we revealed
the direct interaction of α-synuclein with α-tubulin in murine and in human brain. Finally, the
previously unexplored interaction of the two proteins in vivo at the synapse was disclosed in murine
striatal presynaptic boutons through multiple approaches, from confocal spinning disk to electron
microscopy. Collectively, our data strongly suggest that the association with tubulin/microtubules
might actually be an important physiological function for α-synuclein in the synapse, thus suggesting
its potential role in a neuropathological context.

Keywords: microtubules; α-synuclein; presynaptic bouton; central nervous system; striatum; mouse;
human brain; interaction; PLA; electron microscopy

1. Introduction

α-synuclein is widely expressed in vertebrate brain and strongly implicated in various
neurodegenerative disorders [1]. It started to be interesting for the scientific community in
1997, when it was disclosed as major constituent of histopathological lesions in Parkinson’s
disease (PD) [2], and a point mutation in the SNCA gene was discovered in families with
the hereditary form of this disease [3]. In healthy neurons, α-synuclein was detected in
neuronal somata, dendrites and synaptic terminals of several brain regions in different
species, and regional diversity in its expression was broadly reported [4–10], even if the use
of different antibodies gave contradictory mappings and subcellular localizations [11,12].
Nevertheless, α-synuclein is mainly localized in presynaptic terminals, mostly the asym-
metric excitatory glutamatergic ones [8,9], suggesting that its altered synaptic expression
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could be a predisposing factor for impaired high-frequency neurotransmission and for the
development of several pathologies [1,13–17].

α-synuclein is a soluble intrinsically unfolded protein that is able to adopt multiple
conformations and to interact with several partners, thus, in turn, its role in a plethora
of neuronal functions is emerging [18]. Starting from the discovery that α-synuclein
interacts with synaptic vesicles [19] and promotes the assembly of the vesicular SNARE
complex [20], many studies added pieces to the role of α-synuclein at the synapse over
time and disclosed its implication in synaptic vesicle function and recycling. In detail,
α-synuclein promotes clustering of synaptic vesicles [21,22], inhibits docking [23], and
regulates the activity of dopamine transporters [24]. In addition, α-synuclein interacts
with the vesicular monoamine transporter VMAT-2 [25] and synapsin III [26], regulating
synaptic function in dopamine neurons. However, the contribution of α-synuclein to
neurotransmission under physiologically relevant conditions proved to be elusive, even if
a very recent paper strongly demonstrated that α-synuclein plays a dual role in both the
facilitation and depression of dopamine release in vivo [27].

The cytoskeleton was reported to be a cellular partner of α-synuclein. It is a matter
of debate as to whether and how this interplay could be pivotal for synaptic function.
Focusing on the actin cytoskeleton, evidence exists that α-synuclein binds actin and reg-
ulates its dynamics [28], possibly tuning the vesicle release process [29]. The interplay
with tubulin is actually more controversial [30,31]. The binding of α-synuclein to tubulin
and the impact on tubulin polymerization, although unclear, was disclosed in vitro by
multiple approaches including co-immunoprecipitation [32,33], fibrillogenesis and im-
munoelectron microscopy [34], colocalization [35], microtubule assembly assays [36] and
live-cell imaging [37]. This interaction was also underlined in vivo by colocalization and
immunoelectron microscopy [6,33,37], and by electrophysiological recordings and phar-
macological treatments [15,16]. Nevertheless, there are several hints highlighting that
α-synuclein might have a role in modulating the microtubular dynamics. Recently, we
found that α-synuclein folds upon interaction with tubulin and pointed out its novel role
in regulating multiple steps of microtubule dynamics in cell-free systems and in neuronal
cells [38]. Despite this, to date, there have been no investigations aimed at elucidating the
potential interaction of α-synuclein and tubulin in vivo at the synapse. One major doubt
regarding the relevance of the interplay of α-synuclein with tubulin for synaptic function
comes from the old view that synaptic vesicles in presynaptic terminals are not in contact
with microtubules. Indeed, the presence of tubulin/microtubules in synaptic terminals was
reported not only in vitro [39–41], but also in vivo [42–46], both in invertebrate and rodent
models. Importantly, it is now clear that microtubule dynamics play a fundamental role in
neurotransmission, controlling vesicle motility at presynaptic boutons [47] and regulating
synaptic vesicle cycling [48,49].

Given this emerging role of microtubules at the synapse, unravelling the role of
the interaction between α-synuclein and tubulin in this neuronal compartment remains
a crucial challenge. Here, we firstly focused on α-synuclein expression in specific areas of
wild-type murine brain, using biochemical and immunohistochemical methods, to give an
overview of its distribution in specific brain areas. Afterwards, we deeply investigated the
interplay between α-synuclein and α-tubulin using high-level and original morphological
approaches, including the Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) and ultrastructural analysis,
with a focus on corpus striatum synapses. Moreover, we also validated their relationship in
post-mortem human brain.

2. Results
2.1. α-Synuclein Distribution Changes in Different Areas of Murine Brain

We first evaluated the expression of α-synuclein protein in the forebrain and mid-
brain areas of adult wild-type (WT) mice, at postnatal day 60 (P60), by Western Blotting
(Figure 1A) and densitometric analysis (Figure 1B). Although the differences were not
significant, we found that the maximal expression of α-synuclein was observed in cor-
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pus striatum, while the entorhinal cortex showed the lowest amount, suggesting that
α-synuclein expression could be area-specific in the murine brain. Thus, we proceeded
to investigate, in detail, the distribution of α-synuclein through an immunohistochemical
approach. According to the prevalent localization at the presynaptic site reported in the
literature [5,8], staining for α-synuclein appeared mainly in the neuropil and scarcely ever
in neuronal cell bodies. However, in the substantia nigra pars compacta, the labelled puncta
were sparse and the product of the reaction was mainly detected in the soma of some
neurons (Figure 1C). Conversely, the striatum (Figure 1D) and somatosensory/entorhinal
cortices (Figure S1A,D) showed a broadly diffuse and punctiform staining surrounding
negative neuronal cell bodies. Interestingly, an intense labelled band between the granule
cell and molecular layers of dentate gyrus (Figure S1B), and between the pyramidal cell
and molecular layers of CA3 (Cornu Ammonis, region 3) stratum oriens (Figure S1C), was
observed. The densitometric analysis performed on these brain areas strongly suggests
a region-dependent distribution of α-synuclein. As shown in Figure 1E,F, some striking
differences among areas were detectable. In detail, the expression level of the protein in
the substantia nigra pars compacta appeared significantly lower than in the hippocampus
(CA3 and dentate girus) and all the cortical regions we analyzed (Figure 1F).

To also check the subcellular distribution of α-synuclein, we performed an ultrastruc-
tural analysis on the prefrontal cortex, corpus striatum and substantia nigra pars compacta
(Figure S2), confirming the predominant presynaptic localization of the protein in accor-
dance with previous ultrastructural studies [5,6]. No glial structures showed α-synuclein
staining (Figure S2). The subcellular localization via the immunoperoxidase ultrastructural
method was confirmed with a single immunogold reaction during pre-embedding (not
shown), as fully illustrated by the double immunogold experiments reported below.

2.2. α-Synuclein and α-Tubulin Colocalize in the Brain at the Presynapse

Given the emerging data on the interplay between α-synuclein and α-tubulin in
vitro [32,34,37,38], we wondered whether this interaction occurs in vivo. Firstly, colocal-
ization analysis on double immunofluorescence was carried out in those representative
murine brain areas (corpus striatum, substantia nigra pars compacta and reticulata, entorhinal
and prefrontal cortices) that are homologous to regions prone to α-synuclein aggrega-
tion and Lewy body formation in humans [50]. We observed the overall colocalization
of α-synuclein and α-tubulin in neuronal cell bodies, processes and puncta (Figure 2A–C).
The degree of overlap was defined by the M1 Manders’coefficient, which represents a
good indicator of the α-synuclein fraction coincident with α-tubulin. As reported in
Figure 2D, the different brain regions displayed several degrees of colocalization, all of
them lower than 50% of the total α-synuclein. Statistically significant differences were
observed between prefrontal and entorhinal cortices versus subcortical areas including
both the substantia nigra pars compacta and striatum (Figure 2D). We observed that the degree
of α-synuclein/α-tubulin colocalization followed the same trend of α-synuclein levels in
the examined areas. Basically, they were both higher in the cortical areas and lower in the
nigrostriatal system.
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Figure 1. α-synuclein expression in WT murine brain. (A,B): Western blot analysis of α-synuclein
levels in total lysates obtained from different cerebral regions. (A): Representative western blot
showing α-synuclein levels in total lysates of entorhinal cortex (ENT), hippocampal formation (HP),
prefrontal cortex (PFC), ventral mesencephalon (MES), corpus striatum (CS), and somatosensory cortex
(SS). Actin is used as loading reference. (B): Quantification of α-synuclein protein levels normalized
to actin. Data are mean ± SEM (n = 5 mice); One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis
followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. (C,D): α-synuclein immunoperoxidase staining
in coronal sections of WT mice brain. Light microscope images of α-synuclein immunolabeling
in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and reticulata (SNpr; (C)) and corpus striatum (CS; (D)).
α-synuclein staining is punctiform and mainly neuropilar. The asterisks showed that the cell bodies
are not labelled, except in the SNpc (arrows). Scale bar: 40 µm. (E): Densitometric analysis of
α-synuclein immunoperoxidase staining in different areas of WT mice brain. Data are shown as mean
optical density ± SEM (n = 3 mice). One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis followed by
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test as described in the Materials and Methods section. p values
are graphically represented in the heat-map in (F) (P60, n = 3). CA3: Cornu Ammonis region 3; DG:
dentate gyrus; M1: primary motor cortex.
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Figure 2. α-synuclein and α-tubulin colocalization in different brain areas of WT mice. (A–C): Double immunofluorescence
in corpus striatum (CS) of WT mice for (A) α-synuclein (α-syn, green) and (B) α-tubulin (α-tub, red), and (C) the relative
merge with Hoechst in blue as nuclear staining. Asterisks indicate bundles of fibers. (D): Colocalization analysis between
α-synuclein and α-tubulin. The bars represent the Manders’ coefficient 1 (M1) computed for each brain area; data are
shown as mean ± SEM (n = 3 mice); one-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis followed by Bonferroni’s multiple
comparison test as described in the Materials and Methods section; * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01. ENT: entorhinal cortex; PFC:
prefrontal cortex; SNpc: substantia nigra pars compacta; SNpr: substantia nigra pars reticulata; CS: corpus striatum. Scale bars:
20 µm.

Then, we focused on synapses to obtain an insight into the neuronal compartment
where the interplay between α-synuclein and α-tubulin might occur. The analysis was
carried out on corpus striatum, where a huge amount of synaptic terminals arising from
different sources interacts in a neurochemically complex neuropil [51,52]. Notably, this
region is involved in the signal transmission from the neocortex and receives afferent
pathways from the substantia nigra, giving it a crucial role in studies concerning PD. To
achieve our goal, we firstly confirmed the presence of α-tubulin in striatal synapses by
ultrastructural analysis after pre-embedding immunogold staining (Figure S3). Then, we
carried out a triple immunofluorescence for α-synuclein, α-tubulin and synaptophysin,
which is a marker of the pre-synaptic compartment (Figure 3A–D,G). We evaluated α-
synuclein/α-tubulin colocalization (Figure 3E,H) and combined α-synuclein/α-tubulin
colocalization with synaptophysin (Figure 3F,I) in corpus striatum. To obtain quantita-
tive outcomes from this analysis, we selected α-synuclein/α-tubulin colocalization signal
(white in Figure 3E,H), overlapped this image mask (green in Figure 3F,I) with synapto-
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physin, and performed colocalization analysis between the three antigens. A mean M2
Manders’ coefficient of 0.168 revealed that almost 17% of the total synapses in corpus stria-
tum contained both α-synuclein and α-tubulin (yellow signal in Figure 3F,I). Taken together,
these results demonstrated a considerable colocalization of α-synuclein/α-tubulin that
varies in selected forebrain and brainstem areas, and revealed that such a colocalization
between the two proteins occurs in a subset of synaptic terminals in corpus striatum.
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munofluorescence for (A) α-synuclein (α-syn, green), (B) synaptophysin (syp, red), (C) α-tubulin (α-tub, blue) analyzed by
confocal microscopy (n = 4 mice, at least 4 replicates). (D): Merge of the triple staining. The region marked by the white
square in (D) is magnified in (G). (E): The colocalization between α-synuclein (green) and α-tubulin (blue) is shown as the
white mask. The region marked by the white square in (E) is magnified in (H). (F): Merge of synaptophysin (red) with the
α-synuclein/α-tubulin colocalization mask (green). The region marked by the white square in (F) is magnified in (I). Scale
bars: 25 µm (A–F), 40 µm (G–I).
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2.3. α-Synuclein and α-Tubulin Interact in Mouse Corpus Striatum and in Human Brain

Once the colocalization of α-synuclein and α-tubulin was revealed in the synaptic
compartment, we decided to investigate whether the two proteins interact by means of
brightfield PLA in both murine (Figure 4A,A’) and human (Figure 5A,A’) corpus striatum.
First, we observed the association of the two proteins in murine brain (Figure 4A,A’). The
specificity of the PLA technique was assessed by negative controls using two approaches:
(i) omitting anti-α-synuclein primary antibody from PLA, and (ii) testing α-synuclein/α-
tubulin PLA on sections of C57BL/6J OlaHsd mice carrying spontaneous deletion of
the SNCA gene [53]. As expected, no staining was present with the omission of the
primary antibody (Figure S4) and no specific signal was detected in the C57BL/6J OlaHsd
mouse sections where α-synuclein is not expressed (Figure 4B,B’). Second, we found that
α-synuclein also interacts with α-tubulin in the human brain (Figure 5A,A’). Here, we
observed a diffused signal mostly in the grey matter in the corpus striatum (Figure 5A,A’)
and also in the cerebral cortex, especially in layer V (Figure 5A,A”), where a high synaptic
density is observable. As a positive PLA control, we assessed the α-tubulin/βIII-tubulin
interaction in the human brain sample and reported an expected pattern of staining that
was more intense in the white matter (Figure 5B,B’), showing its specificity for regions
that were rich in microtubules in the bundles of fibers of the corpus striatum (Figure 5B’)
or in the microtubules present in the apical dendrites of the pyramidal neurons (layer V,
Figure 5B”).

Based on the evidence that α-synuclein and α-tubulin directly interact in mouse
and human brain, we analyzed whether this interaction occurs in the synaptic compart-
ment. We performed fluorescent PLA experiments in combination with synaptophysin
immunofluorescence in order to detect the interaction between the two proteins in striatal
synaptic terminals (Figure 6). The PLA signal (Figure S5A and Figure 6A) colocalized with
synaptophysin labelling (Figure S5 and Figure 6A’) in the merge images (Figure S5 and
Figure 6A”). In detail, the fraction of PLA signal colocalizing with synaptophysin was more
than half (obtained by Manders’ coefficients, M1 = 0.65). Furthermore, only a small percent-
age (5%) of striatal synaptic terminals (M2 = 0.05) contained the association between the
two proteins (Figure 6B). Then, analysing the intensity profiles (Figure 6C), we confirmed
a complete superimposition of the α-synuclein and α-tubulin staining spectrum and the
synaptophysin one, indicating that this interaction really occurred in some synapses.

Finally, we investigated the interaction of α-synuclein with α-tubulin inside the
synapse at the ultrastructural level by carrying out a double immunogold pre-embedding
localization. This technique enabled us to observe the presence of both antigens in the
neuropilar structures of corpus striatum (Figure 7). The discrimination of intensified sig-
nals of α-synuclein and α-tubulin immunogold silver was possible through the double
silver intensification of α-synuclein-related gold particles, which made them larger than
the α-tubulin-related ones. First of all, the single immunolocalization of α-synuclein
in some synaptic boutons (Figure 7A,F), and of α-tubulin in partially myelinated fibers
(Figure 7D) and in some synaptic terminals (Figure 7B,E,F), reasserted our previous single
ultrastructural immunolabelling (Figures S2 and S3) and gave us a validation of the double
immunogold method. Moreover, our analysis confirmed the colocalization of the two
proteins in dendritic shafts (Figure 7A,B,E,G) as well as in small (Figure 7A) and large
(Figure 7C) axons. Finally, in the striatal neuropil, we identified a few small synaptic
terminals, which contacted dendrites or dendritic spines and clearly displayed both α-
synuclein- and α-tubulin-related gold particles, among or adjacent to small clear vesicles
(Figure 7F,G).

In conclusion, our data demonstrated a strict relationship between α-synuclein and
α-tubulin not only in different neuronal compartments such as dendrites and axons, but
also in synapses where their mutual interaction could be crucial for neurotransmission.
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Figure 4. Brightfield PLA procedure for α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA in corpus striatum of wild type and OlaHsd mice.
(A,B): Low magnification image of PLA staining (brown) for α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA in wild type mouse brain corpus
striatum ((A), n = 4 mice) compared to the almost negative signal in OlaHsd mouse ((B), n = 4 mice). In (A), white dots are the
typical bundles of fibers in the striatum that are negative for the PLA staining. (A’,B’): High magnification photomicrographs
of the striatum. Asterisks in (A,B) indicate the regions that are magnified in (A’,B’), respectively. Scale bars: 500 µm (A,B),
10 µm (A’,B’).
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Figure 5. Brightfield PLA procedure for α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA in human corpus striatum and cerebral cortex. (A): Low
magnification image of PLA staining (brown) for α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA in human brain corpus striatum and cerebral
cortex (n = 4 subjects). (A’,A”): High magnification photomicrographs of putamen (Pu, (A’)) and cerebral cortex layer V
(V, (A”)). (B): Low magnification image of PLA staining (brown) for α-tubulin/βIII-tubulin PLA in human corpus striatum
and cerebral cortex used as a positive control. (B’,B”): High magnification photomicrographs of putamen (B’) and cerebral
cortex layer V (B”). Arrows indicate signal in the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons. Nuclei are counterstained with
hematoxylin (violet). wm: white matter. Scale bars: 2.5 mm (A,B), 20 µm (A’–B”).
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Figure 6. Spinning disk analysis of α-synuclein/α-tubulin interaction in the synapses of murine corpus striatum.
(A): Representative maximum projection of α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA staining (green, (A,A”)) and synaptophysin staining
(red, (A’,A”)) in C57BL/6J mouse corpus striatum. White arrows point to some of the α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA signals
that colocalize with synaptophysin (yellow dots also in A”’,C). Nuclei are counterstained with Hoechst (blue). Scale bars:
5 µm (A–A”). (A”’): 3D reconstruction of all the immunofluorescence signals contained in the tissue slice is showed in the
maximum projection. (B): M1 and M2 Manders’ overlapping coefficient obtained from 16 images acquired from 4 different
mice. (C): Intensity profile plot representing the values indicated by the red arrow in the single stack image of the merge
channels stained for synaptophysin (red) and α-synuclein/α-tubulin PLA (green).
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Figure 7. Immunoelectron microscopical localization of α-synuclein and α-tubulin in murine corpus
striatum. Representative electron micrographs of α-synuclein (large silver-intensified gold particles)
and α-tubulin (small silver-intensified gold particles) pre-embedding immunogold colocalization
performed in C57BL/6J mice (n = 3). The colocalization appeared mainly in proximal dendrites
(d), as shown in (A,B,E), as well as in some, but not all, small and large vesicle-containing axonal
(a) profiles (A,C). Some poorly myelinated fibers (f in (D)) and small axonal terminals forming
synaptic contacts (arrows) with proximal dendrites (d) and dendritic spines (sp) displayed single
α-tubulin immunolabelling (t in (B,E,F)), whereas single α-synuclein immunolabelled synaptic
boutons (T) contacting (arrows) distal dendrites (d) were shown in (A,F). Finally, double α-synuclein
and α-tubulin immunogold staining was displayed by some small synaptic terminals (Tt) forming
either asymmetric postsynaptic specializations (arrows in (F)) on dendritic spines (sp) or symmetric
synapses (arrow in (G)) with α-tubulin-positive dendrites (d in (G)). Scale bar: 200 nm (A–F),
100 nm (G).
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3. Discussion

Since α-synuclein was indicated as the major component of histopathological lesions
in a spectrum of neurodegenerative diseases including PD, many studies were centered
on its propensity to aggregate and form pathological inclusions [54], thus leaving its phys-
iological role mainly elusive. Here, we addressed the emerging issue of the interplay of
α-synuclein with microtubules. Beyond the differential expression of α-synuclein and its
colocalization with α-tubulin in some areas of the murine brain, our data unravel the previ-
ously unexplored association of the two proteins that may be relevant for synaptic function
in vivo. Given the impact of α-synuclein on the dynamic instability of microtubules in
cell-free systems and neuronal cultured cells [38], the present work paves the way for
investigating a novel physiological role of α-synuclein in the regulation of microtubule
behavior at the synapse that, in turn, could help in the full comprehension of synaptic
dysfunction occurring in both neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental disorders.

The interaction of α-synuclein with tubulin and microtubules has been a matter of
debate for a long time, mainly due to its potential implication in the pathogenesis of synu-
cleinopathies [31,55,56]. However, the majority of data come from in vitro and cultured
cell studies that were focused on understanding the consequences of their interplay on
the biochemical properties of the two partners [30], microtubule dynamics [38] and axonal
transport [37]. Nevertheless, few data are available regarding α-synuclein colocalization
with tubulin in vivo. The presence of α-tubulin in Lewy bodies, pale bodies and Lewy
neurites was highlighted by Alim et al. [33] in human brain affected by PD and other synu-
cleinopathies, whereas a proximity of α-synuclein with axonal microtubules was observed
exclusively by immunogold localization in cortical rat brain tissue [6]. Here, we reveal,
for the first time, the colocalization of α-synuclein with microtubules in different areas
of the murine brain, offering an overview on the regional differences. The highest levels
of colocalization were found in the analyzed cortical areas, whereas both the substantia
nigra pars compacta and the corpus striatum displayed low colocalization values in the total
α-synuclein expression. In the corpus striatum, which is a focal structure that is rich in
synaptic contacts originating from different brain areas (i.e., the cerebral cortex, brainstem
and thalamus), we demonstrated the interaction of α-synuclein with α-tubulin using a
PLA approach. Finally, we validated this interaction in human brain sections, not only in
corpus striatum, which is clearly involved in PD and multiple system atrophy, but also in the
cerebral cortex, a region that is relevant for dementia with Lewy bodies. Thus, our results
point out α-tubulin as a novel interactor of α-synuclein, suggest that the colocalization of
the two proteins is region-specific, and pose the question as to whether this could reflect
a functional peculiarity.

The regional specificity in the colocalization could go together with the differential
expression of α-synuclein in the brain as this work and previous papers demonstrate.
Although no region-dependent changes were revealed by immunoblotting assays on brain
lysates, the detailed analyses of brain areas by immunohistochemistry revealed signifi-
cant alterations in the distribution and expression levels of α-synuclein in the forebrain
(especially in distinct cortical areas) and ventral mesencephalon. Previous data based on
semiquantitative analysis in the rodent brain suggest that many differences occur in the
olfactory bulb, brainstem, thalamus, cerebellum, hippocampus, amygdala, striatum and
neocortex [4,7,8,11]. Here, we moved to the first quantitative rating on α-synuclein distribu-
tion and revealed significant differences between entorhinal cortex/CA3 and other cortical
and striatal areas. In particular, substantia nigra pars compacta appeared to be the least la-
belled area, showing a significant difference to all the other examined regions. Focusing on
the midbrain region, an interesting scenario emerged from the analysis of α-synuclein dis-
tribution together with its colocalization with α-tubulin, which was completely unexplored
until now. Beyond the differences observed in data coming from different laboratories that
could depend on differences among antibodies, which is an important issue, as previously
discussed [12], a common finding between ours and other papers [4,8] is the detection of
somatic α-synuclein almost exclusively in the substantia nigra pars compacta. Collectively,
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these results suggest that the differences in α-synuclein distribution inside neuronal com-
partments and protein interaction could mark this brain area and impose peculiar behavior
in physiology, and perhaps in pathology.

The finding that α-synuclein interacts with tubulin at the synapse is groundbreak-
ing as it sheds light on the emerging role of microtubules in this neuronal compartment.
The presence of tubulin and microtubules in the synapse is a long-lasting controversial
issue [57]. Even if, on the one hand, microtubules are easily visualized in axons and den-
drites through multiple classical techniques, on the other hand, their synaptic localization
has always been difficult due to their instability and scarcity in this neuronal compartment.
Indeed, a long time ago, Gordon-Weeks et al. [42] demonstrated the presence of presynaptic
microtubules in central synapses, autonomic varicosities, and also rat brain synaptosomes,
at the ultrastructural level, by using specific fixatives enriched in EGTA, which avoided
their disassembly by calcium influx. However, it was more than three decades later when
evidence from live cell imaging experiments in Drosophila models definitively concluded
that microtubules are present inside synaptic boutons [45]. More interestingly, recent
studies in mammalian neurons demonstrated the role of microtubules in the release of
synaptic vesicles [58]. Microtubule dynamics is crucial in excitatory en passant varicosities
where they are able to correctly target synaptic vesicles to active zones, thus control-
ling neurotransmission [47]. In this scenario, the results we obtained through multiple
approaches, from PLA and confocal spinning disk microscopy to double immunogold
pre-embedding and electron microscopy, supply a novel insight into presynaptic func-
tions. So, we speculate that the presynapse could be the privileged compartment where
α-synuclein modulates synaptic release and activity via the regulation of microtubules due
to its dynamase activity [38].

Our finding showing a direct interaction of α-synuclein and α-tubulin in a subset of
striatal murine synapses strongly suggests that this could mark specific synapses. Inter-
estingly, α-synuclein is mainly expressed in asymmetric synapses, generally excitatory, in
the corpus striatum [5]. In parallel, a high grade of colocalization between α-synuclein and
the vesicular glutamate transporter-1 (VGLUT1, a marker of most glutamatergic terminals)
and the low colocalization with GAD67 (a GABAergic marker) were detected in the cere-
bral cortex [8]. Now, the challenge is to better understand if and how the expression of
α-synuclein modulates the activity of specific synaptic terminals with different neurochem-
ical properties and whether its interaction with α-tubulin plays a role. Indeed, based on
the most recent studies on synaptic microtubules [49,57] and on our results, en passant
synapses could represent the best example of sites where α-synuclein and α-tubulin might
interact and cooperatively impact on synaptic activity. In this context, old data reporting
ultrastructural characterization of dopaminergic striatal innervation revealed its en passant
distribution in rat striatum [59]. On the other hand, we observed a high level of the two
proteins colocalization in cortical areas that are notably rich in modulatory cholinergic,
dopaminergic and serotoninergic en passant varicosities [60–62]. Lastly, studies regarding
the modulatory role and localization of α-synuclein in brain synapses were mainly focused
on excitatory glutamatergic synaptic contacts [8,9,16,63], where they could interact to or-
chestrate a fine tuning of glutamate release by specialized hotspots, as recently stated by
Qu et al. [47] in hippocampal cell cultures. As a whole, these studies lay the foundation
for further analyses designed to better understand the role of the α-synuclein/α-tubulin
interplay in synaptic terminals that possess different neurochemical properties, where they
could interact to orchestrate the fine tuning of neurotransmitter release.

Our data, which point to a novel aspect of α-synuclein biology (specifically, its in-
teraction with tubulin at the synapse), open an interesting scenario to explain disease
mechanisms in synucleinopathies and other disorders. One initial consideration is based
on the “hub protein” role of α-synuclein that refers to its propensity to interact with multi-
ple partners at the synapse and, in turn, to regulate neurotransmission [64]. Disruption of
this complex network, even when just one partner is altered, triggers synaptic dysfunction.
Notably, we know that α-synuclein mutants linked to familial PD impact the tubulin
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system at different levels including impairment of tubulin polymerization [31,34,38], and
that overexpression of α-synuclein disrupts the microtubule network [65], thus suggesting
that defects in the interplay between α-synuclein and tubulin could be detrimental for
neurons and lead to neurodegeneration. Furthermore, in a murine model of multiple
system atrophy, α-synuclein/β-III tubulin protein complex was involved in synaptic vesi-
cle release and reduces GABAergic inhibitory neurotransmission [15]. A second line of
evidence comes from studies on the aggregation of α-synuclein. Oligomeric α-synuclein
inhibits tubulin polymerization [35], whereas the modulation of tubulin system is effective
in blocking the formation of pathological α-synuclein inclusions [66]. On these bases, our
findings could suggest new investigations on the α-synuclein/α-tubulin interplay, not only
in classical synucleinopathies but also in other neuropathologies such as Alzheimer’s dis-
ease and epilepsy where synaptic dysfunction frequently underlies the respective clinical
pictures [57]. Interestingly, studies on neurodevelopmental diseases point out the role of
both deletion or partial duplication of the α-synuclein gene [67] and genetic mutations in
microtubule-associated genes or defective regulation of microtubules in the pathophysi-
ology of autism spectrum disorder [68]. This could permit speculation on the existence
of a converging mechanism that involves both α-synuclein and tubulin cytoskeleton in
neurodegenerative as well as neurodevelopmental disorders.

To conclude, our demonstration of the association between α-synuclein and α-tubulin
in murine and human brain tissues proposes a new angle for looking at synaptic compart-
ment and machinery in neuronal health, but also in disease.

4. Materials and Methods

Twelve male WT C57BL/6J mice at P60 were purchased from Charles River (Calco,
Italy) and used for all experiments. The mice were maintained in pathogen-free conditions
and bred with free access to water and standard pelleted diet. The mice were killed by
decapitation or by intracardiac perfusion, to perform biochemical or immunohistochemical
analysis, respectively. All procedures were compliant to Italian law (D. Lgs 2014/26,
implementation of the Directive 2010/63/UE of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes) and approved by the
University of Milan Animal Welfare Body and by the Italian Ministry of Health (project
authorization number: 901/2015-PR).

Four C57BL/6J OlaHsd mice, a substrain of C57BL/6J mice carrying a spontaneous
deletion of the SNCA gene, were stored at the University of Brescia and all procedures were
approved by the Italian Ministry of Health (project authorization number: 719/2015-PR).

4.1. Human Samples

Formalin fixed paraffin embedded striatal sections were obtained from post-mortem
human brains of four control subjects, including three females (64, 82, 93 years old)
and one male (71 years old), in whom the absence of neurodegenerative pathologies
was assessed (see [69] for details). Written informed consent was obtained from all sub-
jects in compliance with relevant laws and institutional guidelines and approved by the
appropriate committees.

4.2. Primary Antibodies

All primary antibodies, their epitope, host species, application dilution, source and
catalogue number are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. List of primary antibodies.

Primary Antibody Epitope Host Species Application Dilution Source Catalog Number

Actin C-term fragment Rabbit WB 1:2000 Sigma-Aldrich
St. Louis, MO, USA A2066

α-synuclein
C-term human

α-syn
(aa 111–132)

Rabbit

WB 1:2000

Sigma-Aldrich
St. Louis, MO, USA S3062

IF/EM 1:500

IHC 1:1500

PLA 1:100

α-synuclein
(clone Syn211)

C-term human
α-syn

(aa 121–125)
Mouse

IF 1:1500 Sigma-Aldrich
St. Louis, MO, USA S5566

PLA 1:100

α-tubulin
(clone B-5-1-2) C-term Mouse

IF/EM 1:500 Sigma-Aldrich
St. Louis, MO, USA T6074

PLA 1:50

α-tubulin N-term (aa 1–100) Rabbit PLA 1:50 Abcam,
Cambridge, UK ab4074

βIII-tubulin C-term Mouse PLA 1:300 Sigma-Aldrich
St. Louis, MO, USA T8660

βIII-tubulin
(clone EP1331Y)

C-term
(within aa400) Rabbit PLA 1:250 Abcam, Cambridge, UK ab52901

Synaptophysin1
Human

synaptophysin1
(aa 301–313)

Guinea pig IF 1:400 Synaptic Systems,
Goettingen, Germany 101 004

4.3. Western Blot Analysis

Western blot analysis was performed on protein extracts obtained from brain regions
of five mice. To obtain total proteins, corpus striatum, ventral midbrain, hippocampus,
entorhinal, prefrontal and parietal cortices were immediately dissected on ice and me-
chanically homogenized and sonicated in sample buffer (SB1x: 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 5%
β-mercaptoethanol, 0.001% bromophenol blue and 62.5 mmol/L Tris, pH 6.8), containing
protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, P8340 Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA; Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail Set V, 524629, Millipore, Burlington,
MA, USA). After centrifugation, soluble fractions were collected and protein concentration
was measured with Pierce BCA protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). Equal amounts of each sample were separated by SDS-PAGE and blotted onto PVDF
membranes (ImmobilonTM-P, Millipore). Membranes were incubated for 30 min (min) at
room temperature with 0.4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and then blocked with 3% bovine
serum albumin (BSA) in 0.05% Tween20 Tris buffered saline (TBS-T) for 1 h (h) at room
temperature and probed with the following antibodies: anti actin IgG (A2066) and anti
α-synuclein (S3062). Membranes were washed for 30 min with TBS and incubated for
1 h at room temperature with HRP goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:4000; Cell Signaling Technol-
ogy, Danvers, MA, USA). Chemiluminescent signals were detected using the Supersignal
West Pico Chemiluminescent Substract kit (Pierce, Appleton, WI, USA). Acquisition and
quantification were performed by ChemiDoc and Image Lab software (Bio-Rad, Hercules,
CA, USA).

4.4. Immunohistochemistry

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and intraperitoneal 4% chloral hydrate
(2 mL/100 g) and sacrificed by intracardiac perfusion as previously described [70]. Brains
were immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer 0.1 M (PB), for 24 h at
4 ◦C. Next, brains were stored in PB, since they were cut in serial coronal brain sections
(50 µm thick) with a VT1000S vibratome (Leica Microsystems). After intracardiac perfu-
sion C57BL/6J OlaHsd mice brains were post-fixed for 2 h in 4% paraformaldehyde and
conserved in 18% sucrose solution in phosphate buffered saline 0.01 M (PBS). The brains
were then cut in 25 µm coronal sections with a cryostat and conserved in 60% glycerol.

According to Franklin and Paxinos [71], we chose the following sections for im-
munohistochemistry and densitometric analyses: (i) prefrontal cortex between +2.58 and
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+1.14 mm from bregma (containing secondary motor region, also known as M2, or Fr2);
(ii) somatosensory cortex and corpus striatum in proximity to −0.34 mm from bregma;
(iii) substantia nigra pars compacta and substantia nigra pars reticulata at −3.64 mm from
bregma; (iv) the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus at −3.16 mm from bregma.

4.4.1. Immunoperoxidase Procedure

After aldehyde quenching with NH4Cl (0.05 M in PBS) for 30 min and inactivation of
endogenous peroxidases with 1% H2O2 (in PBS) for 30 min, sections were permeabilized
with a mild pretreatment by ethanol (10%, 25%, 10% in PBS, 5 min each) to increase the
immunoreagent penetration. The blocking solution constituted by 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1%
BSA in PBS was then applied for 30 min. Next, slices were incubated overnight with anti-α-
synuclein antibody (S3062) diluted in 0.1% BSA, at room temperature. This procedure was
followed by incubation with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:200; Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA, USA), for 75 min. After washing, sections were treated with the avidin-
biotin complex (ABC elite kit; Vector Laboratories; diluted 1:100) and then with a freshly
prepared solution (0.075%) of 3-3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Carl Roth GmbH
& Co., Karlsruhe, Germany) and 0.002% H2O2. Finally, sections were mounted, dehydrated
with ethanol (75%, 96% and 100% for 5 min each), immersed in xylene for 10 min and
laid on coverslips with Eukitt® (O. Kindler GmbH, Freiburg, Germany). The specificity of
primary antibodies was assessed by negative controls, e.g., omission of primary antiserum.
In these cases, no specific staining was ever observed.

4.4.2. Densitometric Immunoperoxidase Analysis

To perform a densitometric analysis of α-synuclein on immunoperoxidase-stained
sections, whole slices were acquired with the Nanozoomer S60 slide scanner (Hamamatsu,
Tokyo, Japan). The images were then magnified and saved at 20× with the NDPview2
software (Hamamatsu) to show only the considered area. Different regions of interest
(ROIs) were drawing for each brain areas using Fiji. The following areas were analyzed:
prefrontal cortex (II/III layer and V layer), somatosensory cortex (II/III layer and V layer),
corpus striatum (dorsal-lateral, dorsal-medial, and ventral), dentate gyrus, Cornu Ammonis
region 3, entorhinal cortex, substantia nigra pars compacta and reticulata. Four images, at
20× for each area (one for each hemisphere at least in two different sections), were selected
from the whole acquired sections (4 for each animal, two rostral sections for cortical and
striatal areas, two caudal sections for nigral, hippocampal and entorhinal ones). The
images were then deconvoluted and spatially calibrated using Fiji. For each image, a mean
pixel signal intensity (in optical density; OD) inside the ROI was obtained and compared
between the different areas. We analyzed at least 3–4 images per each area in each animal.
We statistically tested whether subregional differences in α-synuclein intensity exist in the
prefrontal cortex, somatosensory cortex, and corpus striatum. No subregional differences
were detected; therefore, we decided to combine the data within each area.

4.4.3. Immunofluorescence Procedure

Sections were permeabilized and blocked as described for immunoperoxidase histo-
chemistry. They were next incubated for two nights in a mixture of primary antibodies—
anti-α-synuclein S3062 and anti-α-tubulin T6074—with or without anti-synaptophysin 1.
After rinsing with PBS, an incubation with the following secondary antibodies was per-
formed for 75 min: donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488 (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA),
donkey anti-mouse CF® 568 (Biotium, San Francisco, CA, USA), both diluted 1:200 in BSA
0.1%. For the triple immunostaining, the slices were incubated with a mixture of donkey
anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488 (1:200; Invitrogen), donkey anti-guinea pig CF® 568 (1:200;
Biotium) and biotinylated horse anti-mouse secondary antibody (Vector Laboratories) in
BSA 0.1% for 75 min at room temperature, followed by an incubation with Alexa Fluor®

647-conjugated streptavidin (1:200; Invitrogen) in PBS at room temperature for 2 h. Nuclei
were stained using Hoechst 33342 (1:1000 in PBS; Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min. Samples were
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mounted on coverslips using Mowiol®-DABCO (Sigma-Aldrich). Double immunostaining
images (4 for each area) were acquired with a Nikon A1 laser scanning confocal microscope
with a 40× magnification objective, while triple fluorescent labelling images were acquired
by a Leica TCS SP8 scanning confocal laser at 40×magnification with an optical zoom 2.
The specificity of primary antibodies was assessed by negative controls, e.g., omission of
primary antiserum. In these cases, no specific staining was ever observed.

4.5. Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA)

The in situ PLA enables the detection of protein-protein interactions in intact tis-
sues [72,73]. For the PLA procedure, we analyzed murine wild type and OlaHsd brain
sections, and human paraffin embedded brain sections, containing corpus striatum using
the Duolink assay kit (Sigma-Aldrich), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

For the brightfield PLA procedure, after rehydration of the human brain slices, murine
(WT and C57BL/6J OlaHsd) and human samples were then incubated with H2O2 for
20 min at room temperature and in 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1% BSA for 30 min at room
temperature, sequentially followed by the mixture of: (i) the primary antibodies (for hu-
man sections: anti-α-synuclein antibody Syn211, S5566, anti-α-tubulin antibody, ab4074;
anti-βIII-tubulin T8660; for murine sections: anti-α-synuclein S3062 and anti-α-tubulin
T6074) incubated with 1% BSA for 1 h at 37 ◦C, then overnight at room temperature;
(ii) the secondary antibodies donkey anti-mouse IgG conjugated with Duolink PLA MI-
NUS oligonucleotides and anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies conjugated with Duolink
PLA PLUS oligonucleotides diluted 1:5 in Duolink Antibody Diluent for 2 h at 37 ◦C;
(iii) Duolink ligation solution (1:5) and ligase (1:40) for 1 h at 37 ◦C; (iv) Duolink amplifica-
tion reagents (1:5) and polymerase (1:80) for 2 h at 37 ◦C; (v) Duolink detection solution
(1:5) for 1 h at room temperature followed by the incubation of 3,3′ Diaminobenzidine as
chromogen (DAB, Dako kit). The sections were then counterstained with hematoxylin and
rapidly dehydrated before mounting with Eukitt® (O. Kindler GmbH).

For fluorescent PLA experiments, vibratome brain sections from WT mice (n = 4), after
incubation in 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1% BSA for 30 min at room temperature, were treated
with the mixture of primary antibodies (anti-α-synuclein S3062, anti-α-tubulin T6074 and
anti-synaptophysin) diluted in Duolink PLA diluent for 2 h at 37 ◦C, then overnight at
room temperature. In order to verify PLA signal specificity, vibratome brain sections
from WT mice were incubated with anti-βIII tubulin ab52901, anti-α-tubulin T6074 and
anti-synaptophysin 1as positive control. All primary antibodies were incubated with 0.1%
Triton X-100 and 1% BSA for 1 h at 37 ◦C, then overnight at room temperature. After
washing, all samples were incubated with the mix of secondary antibodies conjugated with
Duolink PLA oligonucleotides and ligase, as described for the brightfield PLA procedure.
After that, sections were incubated with a solution of Duolink amplification reagent green
(1:5), Duolink polymerase (1:80) and donkey anti-guinea pig CF® 568 (1:200) at 37 ◦C for
2 h. Finally, Hoechst 33342 dye (1:5000) was used for nuclei counterstaining. The samples
were mounted using Mowiol®-DABCO (Sigma). PLA labelled samples were examined
both with a Nikon A1 laser scanning confocal microscope at 40× magnification (optical
zoom 2) and with a Nikon microscope, equipped with CSI-W1 confocal scanner unit using
a silicon-immersion 100× objective. Intensity profiles were obtained by the high-resolution
images obtained with the spinning disk analyzed with the NIS elements AR software.

4.6. Colocalization Analysis

Confocal micrographs were analyzed with Fiji software. Identical parameters were
used to acquire images for the same antigen, as previously described [74]. In brief,
4 nonoverlapping pictures were acquired in at least two different sections, so that double
or triple immunolabelling and immunofluorescence PLA procedure were analyzed at
least 4 fields per region in each animal. The degree of colocalization of different antigens
was calculated by Manders’ coefficients, computed with the ImageJ JACoP plug-in [75].
For PLA-synaptophysin colocalization, a fixed ROI around each neuron was analyzed
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(at least 60 neurons for each mouse, n = 4 mice). In triple immunolabelling, the LASX
software (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) made it possible to obtain a colocalization mask for
α-synuclein/α-tubulin signals. This mask was overlapped with the third signal, i.e., synap-
tophysin, and the degree of colocalization was calculated as the Manders’ coefficient. In
this way, we evaluated the presence of α-synuclein/α-tubulin double signal in synaptic
terminals identified by synaptophysin.

4.7. Electron Microscopy

To preserve the ultrastructure of the tissues, 3 C57BL/6J WT mice at P60 were perfused
with 4 % paraformaldehyde and 0.2% glutaraldehyde in PB. Sections with prefrontal cortex,
corpus striatum and substantia nigra pars compacta were selected for immunoperoxidase
or immunogold pre-embedding immunohistochemistry reaction. For immunoenzymatic
α-synuclein localization, sections were processed as described in the immunoperoxidase
procedure paragraph, only avoiding Triton X-100 treatment (see [76] for details). For
immunogold single and double labelling after aldehyde quenching with 0.2% NaBH4 in
PBS for 30 min, sections were permeabilized with a mild treatment with ethanol (10%,
25%, 10% in PBS), rinsed with PBS and treated to block the unspecific interaction sites
for 30 min with 1% BSA in PBS. Next, they were incubated overnight with one or the
mixture of the primary antibodies anti-α-synuclein S3062 and anti-α-tubulin T6074 in 1%
BSA at room temperature. This procedure was followed by rinsing with PBS and, after
that, incubation with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Vector Laboratories;
diluted 1:100 in 0.1% BSA in PBS) for 4 h. After washing, sections were treated overnight
with streptavidin-gold 6 nm (Aurion; diluted 1:10 in 0.1% BSA in PBS). The next day, slices
were washed three times with PBS and three times with PB 0.1 M and then transferred
in new glass boxes and rinsed with double-distilled water. Immunogold reaction was
intensified with silver enhancement, using R-GENT SE-EM kit (Aurion, Wageningen, The
Netherlands) for 90 min. Following washes with double-distilled water and with PB,
the sections were incubated with a goat anti-mouse secondary antibody conjugated with
Ultra-Small gold particles (Aurion) diluted 1:30 in BSA 0.1%. Following rinsing in PB, the
sections were post-fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde in PB for 1 h, then rinsed with PB and
double-distilled water in new glass boxes. The silver enhancement process was then re-
peated, using R-GENT SE-EM kit (Aurion) for 90 min. In this way, double immunolabelling
gold particles that stain α-synuclein would be intensified two times and have a larger size
compared to gold particles staining α-tubulin. Finally, both sections, processed according
to the immunoperoxidase and immunogold procedures, were osmicated, dehydrated and
epoxy embedded as previously described [70]. After polymerization, small areas from
prefrontal cortex, corpus striatum and substantia nigra pars compacta sections were cut with a
razor blade and glued to blank resin blocks for sectioning with a Reichert-Jung ultrami-
crotome (Leica). Ultrathin sections (50–70 nm) collected on Cu/Rh grids were counter-
stained with lead citrate, or left unstained, and examined with a Zeiss LEO912AB electron
microscope (Zeiss).

4.8. Statistical Analysis

Data are given as mean values ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and represent
data from a minimum of three independent experiments. Mean values of each experiment
were subjected to logarithmic transformation and analyzed with one-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA), using the Bonferroni post-hoc test. Statistical analysis was run with the
GraphPad Prism 9.0.0 software. Unless otherwise indicated, detailed statistics are given in
the figure legends.
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Abstract

Alpha-synuclein inclusions are the distinctive trait of brain areas affected by neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Nevertheless,
PD is now considered as a multisystemic disorder, since alpha-synuclein pathology has been described also outside the central nervous
system. In this regard, the early, non-motor autonomic symptoms point out an important role for the peripheral nervous system during
disease progression. On this basis, we propose a review of the alpha-synuclein-related pathological processes observed at peripheral
level in PD, starting from molecular mechanisms, through cellular processes to systemic modifications. We discuss their relevance
in the etiopathogenesis of the disease, suggesting they are concurrent players in the development of PD, and that the periphery is an
easily-accessible window to look at what is occurring in the central nervous system.

Keywords: alpha-synuclein; microtubules; synapses; mitochondria; autophagy; inflammation; neurodegeneration

1. Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common progressive
neuropathological condition clinically characterized by
resting tremors, bradykinesia, postural instability and gen-
eral rigidity. These cardinal manifestations are due to a de-
pletion in the dopaminergic neuronal subpopulation of the
Sӧmmering’s substantia nigra, a basal ganglia structure lo-
cated in the midbrain that projects to the striatum, estab-
lishing the so-called nigro-striatal pathway, a trait crucially
involved in the circuits that ensure control and modulation
of movement [1]. At brain level, PD is characterized by the
presence of proteinaceous inclusion bodies within neuronal
soma and neuropil, named Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites,
respectively, which constitute the hallmark of the pathol-
ogy and whose main component was found to be alpha-
synuclein [2]. The discovery of the A53T mutation in the
SNCA gene encoding for alpha-synuclein as the cause of a
familial form of the disease also supported the crucial in-
volvement of this protein in PD pathogenesis [3]. Alpha-
synuclein is a natively unfolded protein that owes its name
to its pre-synaptic and nuclear localization [4]. Human
alpha-synuclein belongs to the synuclein family, which also
includes beta- and gamma-synuclein. It is constitutively ex-
pressed in the nervous system, accounting for 1% of total
neuronal cytosolic proteins, and in the brain, where it is pre-
dominantly found in the neocortex, hippocampus, substan-

tia nigra, and corpus striatum [5,6]. Although the physio-
logical role of alpha-synuclein has not been completely dis-
covered, the known list of its interacting partners is abun-
dant and includes lipid membranes, synaptic vesicles, tubu-
lin, SNARE complex protein and proteins involved in cal-
cium regulation and dopamine homeostasis [7] thus sug-
gesting it could be involved in the modulation of neuro-
transmission, working on vesicle release and trafficking.

Together with PD, further pathologies were found to
feature alpha-synuclein-positive inclusions, namely multi-
ple system atrophy and Lewy body dementia, and thus they
were classified as synucleinopathies [8]. Nevertheless, it
is still a matter of debate whether alpha-synuclein aggre-
gates are toxic, protective, or are an epiphenomenon related
to progressive failure of cellular clearance mechanisms for
aggregated proteins [9,10].

The proposed molecular mechanisms involved in PD
pathogenesis include alteration of the microtubular cy-
toskeleton, synaptic dysfunctions, mitochondrial impair-
ment, defective autophagy, impaired protein turnover and
clearance, oxidative stress, and inflammation [11–13]. In-
terestingly, alpha-synuclein pathology was reported in mul-
tiple body regions and organs of patients affected by synu-
cleinopathy, both in autoptic and living individuals [14,15],
suggesting that it could also affect peripheral tissues. In
addition, the early-onset non-motor symptoms that feature
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the pathology include a wide range of autonomic manifes-
tations such as hyposmia, hypotension, sleep disorder and
gastrointestinal symptoms [16]. This paved the way to re-
defining PD as a multisystemic disorder and, in such a sce-
nario, the study of the pathology in the periphery provides
an easily-accessible window to the central nervous system,
making it possible to evaluate pathological processes that
may be mirrored in the brain, thus allowing to investi-
gate the mechanisms underlying the disease’s pathogene-
sis. Consequently, in this review we describe the patholog-
ical processes reported at the peripheral level in PD, micro-
tubules, synapses, mitochondria, autophagy, protein clear-
ance and inflammation, and we discuss their link to alpha-
synuclein pathology and relevance to the etiopathogenesis
of the disease.

2. Microtubule Dysfunction
Microtubules (MTs) are highly dynamic polymers of

αβ tubulin heterodimers. The specialization of MTs is
regulated by the “tubulin code” which embodies the ex-
pression of different α- and β-tubulin isotypes and post-
translational modification of tubulin (PTMs). In addition,
different microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) represent
a further regulation mechanism. MTs are crucial not only
during cell division, when they form themitotic spindle, but
also in post-mitotic cells like neurons, in which they ensure
the correct specialization and polarization [17]. Both an-
terograde and retrograde axonal transport in neurons is en-
sured by the interaction between MTs and motor proteins,
and also synaptic plasticity has been proven to depend on
MT dynamics (Fig. 1A).

Given their importance in neuron physiology, numer-
ous studies have demonstrated how microtubule impair-
ment can lead to neurodegenerative disorders and in vitro
and in vivo studies have indicated that microtubule dys-
function is linked to the pathogenesis of PD (Fig. 1B)
[7,18]. First of all, Lewy bodies, the pathological hall-
mark of PD, have been found to contain a large num-
ber of cytoskeletal proteins, including tubulin, MAPs, and
neurofilaments, suggesting cytoskeletal alterations in PD
[19,20]. More recent studies have offered novel insights
into the molecular composition of Lewy bodies. Us-
ing STED (Stimulated emission depletion microscopy)-
based super resolution microscopy and correlative high-
resolution imaging and biophysical approaches, the pres-
ence of crowded membranous materials including mem-
brane fragments, dysmorphic mitochondria and structures
resembling lysosomes, together with cytoskeletal elements
were revealed in Lewy bodies [21]. Interestingly, the analy-
sis of the subcellular rearrangement of the aggregated forms
of alpha-synuclein unraveled the presence of cytoskeletal
elements such as tubulin and neurofilaments at the periph-
ery of Lewy bodies and suggested their role in the morpho-
genesis of Lewy bodies [22]. Further evidence as to the role
of microtubules in PD pathogenesis come from genome-

wide association studies in familial events of the pathol-
ogy, that identified mutations in microtubule-related pro-
tein genes includingMAPT [23], which is also independent
of SNCA mutations. Looking at toxin-based models of PD,
the parkinsonism-induced neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-
1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) and its toxic metabo-
lite 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP+) have been asso-
ciated with changes in the tubulin network and the degen-
eration of dopaminergic neurons in vitro and in vivo [24–
27]. Notably, it has been shown that exposure to MPP+
in differentiated PC12 cells induces microtubule changes
very early, long before mitochondrial impairment appears
[28]. Taken together, these findings in a neurotoxin-based
model suggest that microtubule alterations may play a cru-
cial role during the early phases of PD pathogenesis. In
this regard, several PD-linked mutations involved in fa-
milial forms of the pathology, including Parkin, LRRK2,
and alpha-synuclein, affect some proteins that are known
to interact, to different extents, with the microtubule sys-
tem [29–32].

The interplay between microtubules and alpha-
synuclein have gained increasing interest over time. In
2001, Payton and colleagues [33] first reported the co-
immunoprecipitation of alpha-synuclein with both alpha-
and beta-tubulin from zebra finch and mouse brain ho-
mogenates, which was later confirmed also in rat and ham-
ster brain [34–36]. Besides, a study in HeLa cells reported
that alpha-synuclein co-localizes with MTs [36]. More
recently, Cartelli and colleagues demonstrated that alpha-
synuclein forms a complex with an α2β2-tubulin tetramer
in vitro and folds upon this interaction [29]. Despite the
direct evidence for the interaction of alpha-synuclein with
tubulin and MTs, the exact binding region is still under
debate and further research is needed [32]. Controversial
results have also been published on the effect of alpha-
synuclein on tubulin dynamics: one research group showed
that monomeric alpha-synuclein does not interfere with
the tubulin network in vitro [36], whereas other studies
demonstrated that alpha-synuclein inhibits [37] or promotes
[34,35] tubulin polymerization. Interestingly, Cartelli et al.
[29] proposed that alpha-synuclein is able to function as a
so-called “dynamase”, by inducing bothMT nucleation and
catastrophe, and that it modulates the partitioning between
tubulin dimers and MTs at the neuronal growth cone [38].

Few data are actually reported on microtubule dys-
function in the periphery with respect to PD. Toba and co-
workers [39] demonstrated that bi-directional axonal trans-
port is severely affected in alpha-synuclein depleted rat dor-
sal root ganglion neurons, and that, alpha-synuclein inter-
action with βIII-tubulin occurs in rat femoral nerve, where,
together with dynein, allow the transport of short micro-
tubules. As regards studies on humans, skin fibroblasts ex-
hibit reduced microtubule mass and impaired microtubule
stability in patients affected with both idiopathic and ge-
netic PD and, interestingly, pharmacological and genetic
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Fig. 1. Suggested model for alpha-synuclein impact on microtubule homeostasis and synaptic functioning in PD. (A) Under
physiological conditions, MTs are conventional and well-organized; vesicles use MTs as tracks to reach the synaptic boutons from the
cell body, moving toward the distal tip of the axon in an anterograde movement. Alpha-helical alpha-synuclein interacts with MTs at
the neuronal growth cone. In the synaptic compartment, vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2) loads presynaptic vesicles with
monoamines, maintaining the releasable pool as well as the recycling pool. The retrograde movement sustains catabolite clearance,
avoiding harmful interactions with the synaptic components. (B) In Parkinson’s disease, alpha-helical alpha-synuclein may lose its
interaction with MTs and alpha-synuclein aggregation leads to MT destabilization, thus impairing transport towards and away from the
synapses. This could trigger the accumulation of reactive catabolites and/or aberrant proteins, likely increasing oxidative stress damage
at the synaptic level. Additionally, the alteration of VMAT2 functioning by a possible direct interaction with alpha-synuclein aggregates
could reduce the extent of the neurotransmitter vesicular storage and releasable pool which lead to synaptic transmission defects and,
eventually, to neuronal death.

approaches resulted in the rescue of microtubule defects
[40]. This study showed, for the first time, microtubule
dysfunction in PD patients. More recently, elevated lev-
els of autoantibodies against tubulin have been measured in
sera of patients with PD, indicating that they may function
as a peripheral biomarker for PD diagnosis [41]. Further-
more, Esteves and colleagues [42] investigated microtubule
changes in a PD cytoplasmic hybrid (cybrid) cell line in
which platelet mitochondria from a PD subject were trans-
ferred to NT2 neuronal cells previously depleted of endoge-
nous mitochondrial DNA. These NT2 cells are known to

show reduced complex I activity and decreased levels of
ATP in comparison to control cybrid cell lines [43]. Inter-
estingly, they demonstrated an increased free/polymerized
tubulin ratio and oligomeric alpha-synuclein levels in the
PD cybrid cell line compared to the control cell line. More-
over, the addition of the microtubule stabilizer ‘taxol’ to
the PD cybrid cell line normalizes the free/polymerized ra-
tio and reduces the levels of oligomeric alpha-synuclein.
A follow up study demonstrated improved microtubule-
dependent trafficking after NAP (Davunetide) administra-
tion in PD cybrid cell lines compared to control cell lines
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[44]. Together, this research group showed microtubule al-
terations and increased oligomeric alpha-synuclein in cy-
brid cells obtained from PD patients, suggesting that mito-
chondrial dysfunction may destabilize the microtubule net-
work and increases the levels of oligomeric alpha-synuclein
in PD. Overall, these data suggest that microtubule dysfunc-
tions play an important role in PD onset and progression. In
addition, while wild-type alpha-synuclein may have a fa-
vorable impact on microtubule functioning (Fig. 1A), mis-
folded and oligomeric variants seem to be responsible for
microtubule destabilization (Fig. 1B).

3. Synaptic Dysfunction
Synaptic homeostasis is crucial to maintain correct

neuronal functioning as well as to guarantee the proper
transmission of information within the nervous system.
Even though the exact physiological role of alpha-synuclein
in neuronal cells has not yet been elucidated, its interaction
with different proteins in the synaptic compartment and its
prevalence in the pre-synapse point to a possible biological
role as a wide regulator of synaptic activity in the central
nervous system (CNS) [45,46]. Among the physiological
interactions proposed for alpha-synuclein, its activity as a
mediator of the neuronal trafficking in the synapse stands
out [47]. A series of discoveries have indeed outlined a role
of alpha-synuclein as a Soluble N-ethylmaleimide Sensi-
tive Factor Attachment Protein (SNAP) receptor (SNARE)-
chaperone that helps SNARE-mediated vesicle-membrane
fusion, thus promoting exocytosis in a physiological con-
text. Further evidence found in the CNS indicates that other
alpha-synuclein putative interactions with synaptic proteins
are certainly worth noting, including the reuptake neuro-
transmitter proteins such as dopamine transporter (DAT)
and the vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2) [48,
49]. It has also been demonstrated that alpha-synuclein in-
teracts with the family of the synapsins, a group of pro-
teins largely implicated in synaptic plasticity, exocytosis
and in the regulation of the vesicle releasable pool [50]
(Fig. 1A). Experimental results were obtained by analyz-
ing these pathways in a pathological background of alpha-
synuclein mutation/overexpression or in the presence of
misfolded aggregates, namely oligomers and fibrils, to elu-
cidate how this could induce synaptic dysfunction through-
out the CNS.

In a PD-related experimental setup, Garcia-Reitböck
and colleagues [51] carried out a double staining im-
munohistochemistry between alpha-synuclein and the t-
SNARE proteins SNAP-25 or syntaxin-1, and demon-
strated their co-localization in the cerebral cortex of a PD-
mouse model expressing full-length human mutant A30P
alpha-synuclein. They found an accumulation and redis-
tribution of SNARE proteins in the same transgenic mice
compared to controls. In addition, to correlate this find-
ing with the disease in humans, SNARE proteins repo-
sitioning was unraveled in the striatum of patients af-

fected by early onset PD [47], hinting that alpha-synuclein
mutations may have a harmful effect on synaptic vesi-
cle exocytosis. Evidence in primary mouse cortical neu-
rons and adult mouse hippocampal neurons revealed a
dose-dependent reduction of pre-synaptic markers levels,
and synaptic vesicle recycling upon recombinant alpha-
synuclein administration [52]. These results are in line with
the loss of synaptic terminals reported in the brain [53].
As mentioned, multiple interactions with synaptic trans-
porters of monoamine have also been proposed as physi-
ological functions of alpha-synuclein. Alterations in these
putative modulation roles were suggested to be concurrent
enhancers in the onset and progression of synaptic dysfunc-
tion. Indeed, the reduced total amount and the simulta-
neous clustered pattern of DAT, which co-localized in the
caudate-putamen with alpha-synuclein and phospho-alpha-
synuclein, was demonstrated by immunofluorescence la-
beling [54]. DAT/alpha-synuclein complexes were also
detected by means of “in situ” proximity ligation assay
(PLA), which showed a marked DAT redistribution in the
caudate-putamen of PD patients [53]. Likewise, interac-
tions with dopamine membrane transporters were reported
after adeno-associated virus type 6 (AAV6) injection in
the caudate-putamen of adult rats overexpressing human
alpha-synuclein. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed
axonal and synaptic swellings after 8–16 weeks, as well as
inclusions positive for both alpha-synuclein and VMAT2
[55], suggesting an impairment in dopamine vesicle up-
take and a cytosolic accumulation of this neurotransmitter,
which may produce DA-derived, cytotoxic reactive species
(Fig. 1B). Accordingly, in a similar model alpha-synuclein
preformed fibrils (PFFs) were injected in the substantia ni-
gra, and VMAT2 expression resulted significantly lower in
those neurons where the phospho-alpha-synuclein pathol-
ogy was more severe compared to controls who had not
received PFFs injection [56]. Since alpha-synuclein is re-
garded to interact directly with lipid membranes [57], the
effect of alpha-synuclein aggregation onmembrane damage
was also investigated. A covalent modification of alpha-
synuclein by a dopamine catabolite (DOPAL) which pro-
vokes its oligomerization was noticed in vitro as well as
in cellular models. Such aggregates were shown to induce
dopamine leak through synaptic vesicle disruption or per-
meabilization and their effect was correlated with increased
cell death [58]. All these effects, reported to happen when
alpha-synuclein switches to create pathological small inclu-
sions, further foster the idea of a putative detrimental role
of oligomers and/or amyloid fibrils in membrane homeosta-
sis that may ultimately contribute to neurodegeneration by
causing increased oxidative stress, altered neurotransmitter
storage and vesicle integrity (Fig. 1B).

Alpha-synuclein pathology seems to progressively
move from the periphery to the spinal cord and brain-
stem in a centripetal movement [59,60] by exploiting a
prion-like diffusion through the neuronal network [61,62].
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Fig. 2. Suggested model for mitochondria and autophagy contribution to PD evolution and progression in peripheral tissues. (A)
Representation of the endoplasmic reticulum, the mitochondrial associated endoplasmic reticulum membrane (MAM), and a mitochon-
drion containing the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Physiologically, alpha-synuclein (black tangles) is localized at the MAM. At the
same time, the macroautophagy machinery forms double-membrane organelles, called autophagosomes, mediated by LC3-II and BCL1.
Then, autophagosomes incorporate cytosolic cargo, (including i.e., alpha-synuclein, mitochondria), fuse with lysosomes, and form au-
tolysosomes to achieve cargo degradation. Besides, during chaperon-mediated autophagy, the KFERQ domain of the alpha-synuclein
protein is recognized by Hsc70, which interacts with LAMP2A, and promotes its degradation via lysosomes. (B) In PD patients, mutated
and/or oligomeric variants of alpha-synuclein affect its localization in MAM and move towards the cytosol. Moreover, these alpha-
synuclein species causes mitochondrial dysfunction, including reduced mitochondrial complex I activity, decreased ATP production and,
finally, a reduction in the mitochondrial membrane potential. PD peripheral tissue demonstrated an increase in autophagic structures (i.e.,
autophagosomes, lysosomes, and autolysosomes), suggesting that peripheral tissue of PD patients relies on an auto-activated compen-
satory mechanism of degradation. However, it might eventually be difficult to sustain this compensatory increase of autophagy, causing
an elevation of alpha-synuclein aggregates, toxicity, and neuronal death. Moreover, reduced chaperone-mediated autophagy, including
LAMP2A and Hsc70, has been observed in peripheral tissue derived from PD patients.
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The hypothesis was supported by analyzing patients’ pe-
ripheral tissues clearly reporting denervation [63–65] and
alpha-synuclein or phospho-alpha-synuclein inclusions in
autonomic neurons [15,66–69]. This peripheral degener-
ation may reflect the autonomic symptoms starting in the
early stages of synucleinopathies. Although most synucle-
inopathies ultimately affect the CNS, little is known regard-
ing the role that alpha-synuclein aggregation might play
in the PNS. Recently, Challis and colleagues [70] showed
gut dysfunction and motor symptoms in aged mice after
PFFs duodenal seeding, showing a significant increase in
brainstem phospho-alpha-synuclein and a reduced striatal
dopamine in aged mice inoculated with PFFs, compared to
PFF-inoculated younger WT mice or monomer-inoculated
aged mice. Axonal phospho-alpha-synuclein aggregates
and degeneration of the cardiac sympathetic nerve were al-
ready known to anticipate neuronal cell loss in the paraver-
tebral sympathetic ganglia of patients affected by inciden-
tal Lewy body dementia [71], thus supporting the idea of a
centripetal distal-driven degeneration in the peripheral ner-
vous system in PD. This fits in the dying-back mechanism
of cell death suggested for synucleinopathies, in which cell
body damage occurs following synaptic dysfunction in a
retrograde axonal degeneration [72,73]. Interestingly, the
impairment of the synaptic compartment in peripheral tis-
sues from PD patients was linked to synuclein oligomers in
skin biopsies by Mazzetti and colleagues [74]. The authors
managed to evaluate the synaptic density, described as the
ratio between the area of synaptic terminals and the total
area of the targeted structure, recalling the procedure used
for the assessment of denervation in PD samples [75]. By
highlighting the synaptic compartment with synaptophysin,
a reduced synaptic density was reported in 26% of PD pa-
tients, whereas only 3% of consecutive controls presented
this feature, thus indicating an increased degeneration of pe-
ripheral synapses.

Additionally, in vivo non-invasive imaging tech-
niques, such as 123I-meta-iodobenzylguanidine (MIBG)
scintigraphy, and 18F-dopamine positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET), allowed to visualize and quantify the extent
of denervation and the loss of nerve terminals in patients
affected by synucleinopathies [76]. The use of different
radiotracers analogous to the endogenous norepinephrine
and dopamine respectively, reveals the in vivo extent and
distribution of these neurotransmitters by substituting them
at the post-ganglionic synapses of the sympathetic nervous
system [63,71]. Denervation and significant reduction of
heart-to-mediastinum ratios were observed in PD patients
with orthostatic hypotension compared to healthy controls
[77,78]. Reduced levels of MIBG uptake were seen in
PD patients with REM sleep behavior disorder [79] and in
most patients with idiopathic REM sleep behavior disorder,
which very frequently degenerates in PD or Lewy body de-
mentia [80], showed a significant lower cardiac MIBG up-
take, similar to the levels found patients [81].

Since synaptic dysfunction was reported to precede
neuronal death in patients, the impairment caused by alpha-
synuclein aggregation in the synaptic compartment may as-
sume a pivotal role in determining the onset of PD in the pe-
ripheral nervous system (PNS) and ultimately in the CNS.
Together with the emerging evidence of synaptic dysfunc-
tion in human tissues, peripheral synapses might be consid-
ered as putative initiators or supporters of alpha-synuclein
aggregation in the early stages of the pathology.

4. Mitochondrial Dysfunction
Impaired mitochondrial functioning has been associ-

atedwith several disorders such as cancer and diabetes type-
II, but also ageing and neurodegenerative diseases, includ-
ing PD [82]. Multiple groups have reported the presence of
alpha-synuclein in mitochondria [83–85], and, more specif-
ically, localized at the mitochondria-associated endoplas-
mic reticulum membranes (MAM), a distinct domain of the
endoplasmic reticulum [86] (Fig. 2A).

The first evidence of a link between mitochondrial
dysfunction and PD came from an observation in young
drug addicts who developed parkinsonism after acciden-
tally injecting themselves with 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-
tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) [87]. Its toxic metabolite
MPP+ is shown to inhibit complex-I of the mitochondrial
respiratory chain. The reduction of complex-I activity leads
to decreased energy production and increased oxidative
stress, which eventually causes cell death. Several years
later, mitochondrial complex-I deficiency was reported in
the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) of post-mortem
brains from PD patients [88]. More recently, it has been
shown that decreased complex-I activity is not limited to
the SNpc but occurs throughout the brain of individuals
with PD [89]. Increased oxidative stress, as a result of in-
creased reactive oxygen species (ROS), is thought to play
a critical role in the dopaminergic neuronal loss of patients
with PD. Post-mortem studies reported elevated levels of
oxidized lipids, proteins, and DNA oxidation products in
SN neurons from PD patients in comparison with con-
trols [90–93]. Further evidence formitochondria-driven PD
pathogenesis comes from genome-wide association studies
in familial events of the pathology, that identified muta-
tions in mitochondria-related genes including parkin, DJ-
1, and PINK-1 [94,95]. Focusing on alpha-synuclein,
Guardia-Laguarta and colleagues [86] demonstrated that
alpha-synuclein point mutations A30P and A53T affect
their localization with mitochondria-associated endoplas-
mic reticulum membranes (MAM), reduce MAM function-
ing, decrease ER-mitochondrial connectivity and increase
mitochondrial fragmentation in HeLa cells and in human
and mouse brain samples (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, the in-
duced expression of the familial alpha-synuclein mutant
A53T in human fetal dopaminergic primary neurons causes
a significant reduction of mitochondrial complex I activ-
ity and increased production of ROS [96]. Interestingly,
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accumulation of wild-type alpha-synuclein in mitochondria
also resulted in a significantly, albeit at a slower rate than
that observed for mutant A53T, reduced complex I activity
and an increased ROS production. Alpha-synuclein did not
induce any significant disruption of other complexes, sug-
gesting its preferential interaction with mitochondrial com-
plex I. Moreover, increased levels of cholesterol metabo-
lites derived from ROS have been reported in cortices from
patients with Lewy Body dementia, and importantly, they
demonstrated that this increase in metabolites accelerates
alpha-synuclein aggregation [90].

Mitochondrial dysfunction in PD is not only reported
in the CNS but has also been shown and widely investi-
gated in the periphery (Fig. 2B). A reduced activity of the
respiratory chain’s complexes has been unraveled in multi-
ple cell types from PD patients, including platelets, fibrob-
lasts, lymphocytes and myocytes, suggesting a widespread
reduction of mitochondrial activity in PD [97–99]. Chen
and colleagues [100] revealed increased oxidative stress
and elevated levels of leukocyte 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine
(8-OHdG) and malondialdehyde in blood plasma derived
from PD patients. Likewise, Baumuratov and colleagues
[101] reported aberrant mitochondrial morphology in colon
biopsies fromPDpatients, reporting that colon ganglia from
patients contained significantly moremitochondria per gan-
glion and exhibited a higher total mitochondrial mass com-
pared to controls. Interestingly, expression of recombinant
wild-type alpha-synuclein has also been shown to cause im-
paired mitochondrial complex I activity in human foetal en-
teric neurons [102].

Recently, morphometric mitochondrial changes have
been demonstrated also in skin fibroblasts from individuals
with idiopathic PD [103] together with an impaired mito-
chondrial membrane potential. Finally, the effect of alpha-
synuclein mutations on mitochondrial dysfunction has also
been investigated in human fibroblasts derived from a pa-
tient with parkinsonism carrying a triplication in the alpha-
synuclein gene, which revealed a reduced complex I activ-
ity, decreased ATP production and a reduction in the mito-
chondrial membrane potential compared to controls [104].

In conclusion, these studies provide substantial evi-
dence that mitochondrial dysfunctions are features of PD
both in the CNS and in a broad range of different pe-
ripheral samples, including skeletal muscle, lymphocytes,
platelets, blood plasma, skin fibroblasts and colon ganglia.
This makes peripheral samples, naturally easily-accessible
and less-invasive, a reliable option for the investigation of
mitochondria- related dysfunctions in PD, considering that
further research needs to be conducted into the role of alpha-
synuclein in the physiology and pathology of mitochondria.

5. Autophagy and Protein Clearance
The main cellular mechanisms responsible for the

degradation of large, long-lived proteins and cytoplasmic
organelles, and, particularly, those that are toxic or dam-

aged, are the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway (UPP) and au-
tophagy [105,106].

The impairment of both UPP and the autophagy ma-
chinery has been associated with the pathogenesis of neu-
rodegenerative diseases, including PD [107]. Under phys-
iological conditions, alpha-synuclein can be degraded via
UPP in which it is tagged with ubiquitin molecules and
transferred to the proteosome complex for ATP dependent
degradation [106] as well as via the autophagic pathways
(Fig. 2A) [108]. UPP failure has been reported in PD
patients. In fact, in post-mortem human brains signifi-
cantly decreased chymotrypsin-like and trypsin-like protea-
some activity in the substantia nigra of PD patients com-
pared to controls has been reported, together with a re-
duction in proteasome subunit levels. The observation
that alpha-synuclein staining was more sensitive and spe-
cific than ubiquitin, indicates that alpha-synuclein aggrega-
tion precedes ubiquitination, that in turn promotes degra-
dation by proteasome [8]. Proteasome dysfunction to-
gether with alpha-synuclein aggregates induce the involve-
ment of both macroautophagy (Fig. 2A) and chaperone-
mediated autophagy [109]. Previous studies have demon-
strated that intracellular degradation of alpha-synuclein via
the macroautophagic pathway is modulated, at least partly,
by the autophagic regulator protein Beclin-1 [110,111].
For chaperone-mediated autophagy, the alpha-synuclein
KFERQ domain is recognized by hsp70, interacts with
LAMP2A, and is subsequently degraded in the lysosome
by proteases [111]. In 1997, Anglade and colleagues [112]
already described autophagic alterations in PD, reporting an
accumulation of autophagic vacuoles in nigral dopaminer-
gic cells from post-mortem PD patients. Since then, grow-
ing evidence from pathological studies suggests that au-
tophagy is dysregulated in PD. Key proteins, Beclin-1 and
LC3II, involved in the formation and recognition of au-
tophagosomes, respectively, are found to be increased in the
substantia nigra of PD patients [113] and in brain samples
from patients with Lewy body dementia [114]. Addition-
ally, disrupted autophagosomes and endolysosomes have
recently been found within Lewy bodies, thus suggesting
the involvement of autophagicmechanisms in the formation
of intracellular inclusions [115]. In contrast, proteins in-
volved in chaperone-mediated autophagy, including chap-
erone Hsc70 and LAMP2A, are reduced in several brain
areas of individuals diagnosed with PD [116,117], suggest-
ing that autophagy pathways are defective in PD brains.
Substantial evidence has shown a link between autophagy
and alpha-synuclein toxicity in synucleinopathies, includ-
ing PD, Lewy bodies dementia, and multiple system atro-
phy [108]. First of all, LC3 is shown to co-localize with
alpha-synuclein in Lewy Bodies and Lewy neurites in the
substantia nigra of PD patients [116], and with Lewy bod-
ies in the hippocampus [118] and temporal cortex [119]
of people with Lewy body dementia. Co-localization of
LC3 with phosphorylated variants of alpha-synuclein has
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Fig. 3. Proposed pathways for alpha-synuclein dissemination from gut to brain. (A) The inflammatory environment in gastrointesti-
nal regions, probably triggered by external stimuli and sustained by dysbiosis (1), increases alpha-synuclein expression and misfolding,
leading to the formation of small alpha-synuclein aggregates (oligomers, 2). Misfolded and oligomeric synuclein species activate the
peripheral immune response by recruiting immune cells (mostly monocytes and neutrophils, 3), which are primed by the inflammatory
environment. The immune cells uptake alpha-synuclein and, in turn, further promote inflammation and protein misfolding and aggrega-
tion. The increased intestinal permeability allows immune cells to migrate through the vagus nerve (4) directly towards the dorsal motor
nucleus of vagus in the brainstem, from where it starts to spread in the brain. (B) At the same time, chronic local inflammation promotes
a systemic inflammatory status that can affect permeability of the blood brain barrier, allowing alpha-synuclein to be transported to the
brain (1). There, alpha-synuclein fosters the formation of bigger aggregates (2), resulting in the neuropathological lesions hallmark of
synucleinopathies, and it triggers microglial activation (3) that perpetuates neuroinflammation.

been observed in glial cytoplasmic inclusions in patients af-
fected bymultiple system atrophy [120]. Moreover, histone
deacetylase-6 (HDAC6), involved in the transport of mis-
folded proteins to the aggresome, also localizes with alpha-
synuclein in Lewy bodies from PD and Lewy body demen-
tia patients and in Papp Lantos bodies in multiple system
atrophy [121,122]. Together, these findings suggest an im-
paired clearance of autophagosomes in synucleinopathies.
Notably, in neuronal cultures, wild-type alpha-synuclein
can be degraded by autophagy [123–125], whereas mutated
or structurally-changed variants impact on the degrada-
tion pathways, blocking the chaperone-mediated autophagy
pathway, thereby, affecting protein degradation [123]. In-
terestingly, the blockage of chaperone-mediated autophagy
by mutant A53T increases the activation of macroau-
tophagy, although this compensatory result appears to have

a negative effect causing neuronal cell death [124]. Fur-
thermore, the inhibition of chaperone-mediated autophagy
by 3-Methyladenine induces the formation of highmolecule
weight or detergent-insoluble oligomeric species of alpha-
synuclein [125], thus suggesting that proper chaperone-
mediated autophagy is important for the prevention and
degradation of alpha-synuclein variants. Likewise, the
failure of the autophagic machinery in clearing misfolded
and/or aggregated alpha-synuclein has been proposed as
a key mechanism in the formation of Lewy bodies [126].
More controversial results have been published concern-
ing the pharmacological inhibition of macroautophagy. A
study in PC12 cells demonstrated an expected increase in
wild-type alpha-synuclein after inhibiting macroautophagy
with 3-Methyladenine, whereas others reported that 3-
Methyladenine macroautophagy inhibition results in a sig-
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nificant increase of mutant A53T but not wild-type alpha-
synuclein [127]. Furthermore, pharmacological stimula-
tion of macroautophagy, using rapamycin, significantly in-
creases the clearance of wild-type, A30P, and A53T alpha-
synuclein. Together, these somewhat controversial results
suggest that macroautophagy is involved in the degradation
of both wild-type and mutated variants of alpha-synuclein.
A more recent study proved that the accumulation of alpha-
synuclein also led to increased damage to the integrity of
lysosomal membranes, and that a mutation of the pore-
forming lysosomal protein TMEM175 is associated with an
increased loss of dopaminergic neurons and an increased
formation of alpha-synuclein pathological variants [128].
As regards studies on human-derived cells, few data are
available regarding peripheral aspects of UPP impairment.
In blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and blood lympho-
cytes collected from PD patients a reduced activity of the
20S proteasome subunit was observed, with an inverse cor-
relation with disease duration and severity, with no differ-
ences in ubiquitin levels [129].

Prigione and colleagues [130] identified the induc-
tion of the macroautophagy response in PBMCs of PD pa-
tients compared to controls. Moreover, in line with results
from the CNS, studies reported elevated levels of LC3II,
and reduced levels of Hsc70 and LAMP2A in PBMCs
obtained from individuals with PD [131–134], suggest-
ing a potential dysregulation of autophagy also in the pe-
riphery of PD patients (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, a whole-
transcriptome assay revealed mRNA downregulation of 6
regulators involved in the formation of the autophagosome
(i.e., ULK3, ATG2A, ATG4B, ATG5, ATG16L1, HDAC6),
whereas protein levels of upstream autophagy markers (i.e.,
ULK1, Beclin-1, autophagy/beclin-1 regulator 1) were el-
evated in PD-derived PBMCs [135]. The levels of some
autophagy-related proteins were significantly correlated
with mutant alpha-synuclein, but, even more importantly,
all autophagy-related proteins demonstrated a strong cor-
relation with oligomeric alpha-synuclein. This suggests
that alpha-synuclein, and, in particular, the oligomeric vari-
ants, may influence the macroautophagic pathway. Be-
sides PBMCs, one study investigated the role of macroau-
tophagy on PD in skin fibroblasts from patients with late-
onset PD [136]. They displayed a striking increase of au-
tophagosomes and autolysosomes in PD fibroblasts com-
pared to healthy controls. Interestingly, pharmacological
blockage of macroautophagy resulted in an even greater
autophagic flux, with a widespread collection of macroau-
tophagic structures.

Supporting the hypothesis that clearance mechanisms
are key players in the etiopathogenesis of the disease, some
familial forms of PD can be ascribed to mutations in genes
involved in the autophagic machinery. Mutations in the
LRKK2 gene are known to be the most common cause of
dominant familial PD (2% of sporadic PD events) [137],
affecting the autophagic pathway [138] and increasing the

propensity to accumulate alpha-synuclein [139]. Ho and
colleagues [140] demonstrated that the LRRK2 R1441G
mutation in mouse embryonic fibroblasts induces more per-
inuclear clustering of lysosomes, whose redistribution indi-
cates impaired degradation of aberrant proteins. Similarly,
the same redistribution was also observed in aged LRRK2
R1441G knock-in mouse brain. Furthermore, the rate of
cellular clearance of alpha-synuclein using the photoacti-
vatable fluorescence-based cell assay in knock-in mouse
embryonic fibroblasts was significantly lower than the wild
type one [140].

According to genome wide association studies, muta-
tions in the GBA1 gene, encoding for glucocerebrosidase,
are the most common genetic risk factor for PD. This mu-
tation is causative for Gaucher disease, a lysosomal storage
disorder [141], and a decreased enzyme activity has been
reported in PD patients with or without GBA1 mutations
[142]. Emerging experimental evidence both in the cen-
tral and peripheral nervous systems suggests a correlation
between this decreased activity and alpha-synuclein accu-
mulation [143–145]. In particular, the L444P mutation re-
sulted in the exacerbation of both motor and gastrointestinal
deficits found in the A53Tmouse model of Parkinson’s dis-
ease [145].

In conclusion, these studies suggest that the impair-
ment of the autophagy machinery, characterising PD af-
fected brains is also present at the peripheral level.

6. Inflammatory Processes
A neuroinflammatory environment is a common fea-

ture shared by neurodegenerative diseases, including PD.
Indeed, mutations in immune system-related genes, namely
LRRK2, DJ-1 and HLA-DR, are known to be responsible
for familial forms of PD [146]. Initial signs of neuroin-
flammation found in brains affected by synuclein-related
pathologies include an extensive activation of microglial
cells and a high density of astrocytes, as well as the infiltra-
tion of blood-derived mononuclear phagocytes and T lym-
phocytes. In addition, a significant increase in levels of pro-
inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-1, IL-6 and TNF) has been
described in the brain and CSF of PD patients [147,148]. In
support of this, the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) has been associated with a decreased risk
of developing PD, despite the fact they are inefficient in
the treatment of the late stages of the disease, thus suggest-
ing an early involvement of neuroinflammatory processes
in its pathogenesis [149]. However, the topic is controver-
sial and neither epidemiological studies nor meta-analyses
have demonstrated that NSAIDs decrease the risk of PD or
modify disease progression [150].

Universal consensus as to the actual contribution of in-
flammation to neurodegeneration is still lacking, and it re-
mains unclear whether alpha-synuclein pathology is a cause
or consequence of a neuroinflammatory environment. In-
deed, microglia activation is reported to be triggered by
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Fig. 4. Schematic summary of peripheral tissues linked to each
pathological pathway involved in PD. Overview of the five dif-
ferent pathological pathways discussed in this review, including
microtubule dysfunction, synaptic dysfunction, autophagy, mito-
chondrial dysfunction and neuroinflammation. Each pathological
pathway shows a schematic representation of all peripheral tissues
investigated for that particular pathway to date.

misfolded, nitrated and aggregated alpha-synuclein, while
inflammatory processes are known to elicit an oxidative en-
vironment that can, in turn, enhance protein misfolding, ag-
gregation and cell death [151]. Studies in vitro and in an-
imal models suggest that the extracellular aggregated and
misfolded alpha-synuclein is recognized bymicroglial Toll-
Like receptors, triggering protein uptake, microglial activa-
tion and inflammatory response prior to neuronal loss [152].

Intriguingly, an unexpected relationship seems to ex-
ist between peripheric inflammation and neurodegenera-
tive diseases. In particular, there is a noteworthy over-
lap between genetic variants linked to PD and gut disor-
ders and, likewise, inflammatory processes of the gastroin-
testinal tract have been reported to increase the risk of PD
[153]. In addition, dysbiosis of gastrointestinal microbiota
has been described in synucleinopathies as well as in sev-
eral CNS disorders, and linked to the inflammatory environ-
ment observed in disease [154–156]. Similarly, population
studies have shown that PD patients exhibit an increased
prevalence of dermatological inflammatory disorders asso-
ciated with bacterial colonization [157,158]. However, no
studies have questioned the correlation between skin mi-
crobiota and neurodegenerative diseases, and the few in-

vestigations into other vulnerable sites like oral and nasal
mucosa showed no significant association [159]. On the
contrary, a study on wild type mice reports that intraperi-
toneal injection of bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS) to-
gether with alpha-synuclein strains results in leukocytes in-
filtration and increased microglial population at the central
level [160]. In the model proposed by the authors, LPS-
activated inflammatory monocytes could internalize alpha-
synuclein and move to the brain promoting its propagation
at the central level. Similar indications arose from studies
in synuclein-overexpressing mouse models. Sampson and
colleagues [161] described an enhanced neuroinflammation
as well as worsened motor deficits and increased synuclein
pathology in mice colonized with microbiota derived from
PD patients. In addition, in a study by Kishimoto and col-
leagues [162], mild gut inflammation is reported to reduce
the age of PD onset and increase motor deficits and inflam-
mation markers in mouse brain. At the same time, both
synuclein and phospho-synuclein immunoreactivity are in-
creased in the brain and gut, while a selective decrease in
the neuronal dopaminergic population has been found in the
substantia nigra. Consistently, alpha-synuclein pathology
has been proven to spread from the gut to brain through the
vagal nerve and reach the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus
[163] and, at the same time, LPS-mediated inflammation
seems to enhance blood-brain barrier permeability, facili-
tating alpha-synuclein transit towards the brain [164]. The
putative involvement of peripheral inflammation in neu-
rodegenerative disease has been investigated also in liv-
ing patients. Devos and colleagues [165] collected ascend-
ing colon biopsies from PD patients and age/sex matched
healthy controls, who were tested for inflammatory status
and alpha-synuclein deposition. The authors reported a sig-
nificant increase in mRNA levels of pro-inflammatory cy-
tokines (TNF-alpha, IL-6 and IL-1-beta) and a greater ex-
tent of glial markers, glial fibrillar acid protein and sox-
10 in PD samples. Furthermore, two-thirds of the biop-
sies from PD patients resulted positive for phospho-alpha-
synuclein immunostaining. Interestingly, levels of mRNAs
displayed a negative correlation with disease duration and
no correlation with disease severity (evaluated using the
UPDRS scale) or enteric synuclein pathology, thus sug-
gesting that inflammatory processes are involved predomi-
nantly in the early phases of PD and that the gastrointestinal
tract might be the priming site of disease onset. An inter-
esting study by Stolzenberg and colleagues [166] investi-
gated the relationship between alpha-synuclein and gut in-
flammation in a pediatric cohort of 42 children with upper
gastrointestinal pathologies (i.e., duodenitis, gastritis, He-
licobacter pylori, reactive gastropathy) with no CNS dis-
ease. They evaluated by immunohistochemistry the extent
of synuclein pathology and inflammatory status in endo-
scopic biopsies. Interestingly, the severity of inflamma-
tion, rated as neutrophil and mononuclear leukocyte den-
sity, was found to correlate with the enteric alpha-synuclein
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burden and, in addition, both monomeric and aggregated
species of alpha-synuclein were proven to be chemotactic
towards neutrophils and monocytes and to promote den-
dritic cell maturation. In support of their data, the authors
reported that biopsies collected before the onset of infec-
tions were devoid of synuclein deposits and that follow-up
in patients with acute and non-chronic infection showed a
decreased gastrointestinal alpha-synuclein. The association
between peripheral inflammation and neurodegeneration
was directly tested in a noteworthy study by Moghaddam
and colleagues [167], who investigated a cohort 388 drug-
naïve PD patients and 148 controls. The authors assessed
nigrostriatal dysfunction by DAT Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography (SPECT) imaging and evaluated
the inflammatory status, rated as neutrophil to lymphocyte
ratio, in patients’ blood samples. As expected, the inflam-
matory status was significantly higher in PD subjects com-
pared to controls and, intriguingly, it was negatively cor-
related with the severity of nigrostriatal dysfunction. This
is coherent with the observation that PD progression is re-
ported to not follow a linear model, and striatal neurons
depletion is faster in the early stages of the disease, while
a way slower progression is observed in advanced stages
[168]. Taken together these results endorse the hypothesis
that an inflammatory environment is required in the initial
phase of neurodegenerative diseases. Alpha-synuclein, in
turn, could act as a mediator for immune cell recruitment
and trigger an enhanced inflammatory response, both in the
periphery and in the CNS, through microglial activation.
In addition, the finding of blood-derived leukocytes in af-
fected brain suggests an increased blood brain barrier per-
meability which increases the transport of misfolded and
aggregated alpha-synuclein towards the brain. These path-
ways, summarized in Fig. 3, can potentially act together
in the neurodegenerative process in a non-exclusive fash-
ion, resulting in a systemic inflammatory state and alpha-
synuclein deposition both in the periphery and in the CNS.

7. Discussion and Conclusions
Perceiving PD as a pathology confined to the CNS is

now an outdated picture. The non-motor symptoms include
several autonomic, non-dopaminergic manifestation affect-
ing multiple body districts and, interestingly, these symp-
toms characterize the prodromal phase of the pathology and
can be discrete predictors for the development of clinical
PD. This evidence endorses the hypothesis that the pathol-
ogy can even start at the periphery, likely through suscep-
tible sites and with a multifactorial etiology that embod-
ies genetic predisposition and environmental factors [169].
The neuropathological staging proposed by Braak and col-
leagues seems to confirm this hypothesis, on the grounds
that the first brain areas affected by Lewy pathology are the
dorsal motor nucleus of vagus and olfactory bulb, both re-
ceiving afferences from the peripheral nervous system and
associated with body regions acting as an interface with

the outside and so more susceptible to environmental trig-
gers (namely the gastrointestinal tract and olfactory mu-
cosa). According to this hypothesis, alpha-synuclein aggre-
gates enter the brain simultaneously via two routes: nasal,
with a progression to the amydgala, and gastric, with ret-
rograde diffusion to the dorsal motor nucleus. Recently, it
has been suggested that rather than this “dual-hit” scenario,
the “single-hit olfactory bulb (OB)/brain or autonomic” hy-
pothesis is taking place [170]. The dual-hit hypothesis is
supported by the fact that constipation, REM sleep behav-
ior disorder (RBD), and hyposmia prior to diagnosis are
present in the prodromal phase. However, clinical obser-
vation of this phase could be more complicated, as consti-
pation is manifested in fewer than half of PD patients in
the early stage, RBD affects approximately only a third,
and hyposmia around 70% before diagnosis. These data
suggest that not all patients fit into the dual-hit hypoth-
esis, including a clinical “OB/brain-first” or “body first”
subtype. This is also supported by a very recent analysis
of two datasets (Vanta and Tokyo) in which it is emerged
that alpha-synuclein pathology in the enteric nervous sys-
tem or lower brainstem very rarely present OB pathology,
while patients with mild amygdala-prevalence nearly al-
ways present OB pathology.

On this basis, looking at the processes that occur at
the periphery may represent an easily-accessible window
to look at what is occurring in CNS. In this review, we
have provided a comprehensive report of the pathological
mechanisms described in extra-brain districts, ranging from
molecular to systemic levels (Fig. 4).

Many of the studies performed on peripheral samples
collected from patients involved blood mononuclear cells
and skin fibroblasts that have proven to be easily-accessible
models. They revealed impaired microtubular and mito-
chondrial physiology, as well as a defective autophagic ma-
chinery at the periphery in PD. However, the relevance
of these data is limited, as the models lack the organiza-
tional complexity of a tissue and, in addition, the intracellu-
lar high specialization of a neuron, where the microtubule-
mediated connection between synapses and soma is com-
plex and highly regulated. Despite the lack of molecular
insights, the collection of body fluids and tissue biopsies
from skin and gut could be useful and provide an overview
of the systemic modifications occurring in the periphery in
the pathological environment of PD, as demonstrated for
the increased inflammatory state and a progressive loss of
synaptic terminals. Therefore, this paper wants to draw at-
tention to the importance of the periphery as a field of in-
vestigation into CNS diseases, aiming to study the mecha-
nistic features of the pathology. Each of the reported pro-
cesses could potentially trigger PD, as suggested by familial
forms of the pathology, and it may impact reciprocally on
the others due to the close interconnection between these
processes. To conclude, we emphasize how the peripheral
aspects of PD warrant further studies as they may become
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a reliable predictive element as well as an accessible target
for disease modifying agents, especially in light of a possi-
ble peripheral onset.

The pathological mechanisms we have discussed in
this review are potentially linked to each other. The dy-
ing back neurodegeneration that starts from the synapses
could be fostered by microtubule dysfunction, inducing mi-
tochondrial impairment and autophagic failure as a conse-
quence of the defective transport towards the cell body.
This degeneration then elicits inflammation, especially
through microglia activation. Additionally, all these patho-
logical processes may have a mutual impact on the oth-
ers, since synaptic functioning could be impaired firstly
by autophagy or mitochondrial mutations, such as Parkin,
LRRK2, GBA and TMEM175 mutations, known to be fac-
tors for PD, which increase during aging. Lastly, the pivotal
emerging role of the microtubule system, as suggested by
MAPT mutations, definitely warrants more in depth investi-
gation, since it connects the synapses and the cell bodies and
could play an additional pivotal role both in axonal trans-
port and synaptic activity. Notably, the peripheral aspects
of PD are undoubtedly worthy of further studies as theymay
represent the onset of CNS pathology and, if this were to be
proven, they could become reliable predictors PD develop-
ment as well as an accessible target for disease modifying
agents.
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Abstract
Introduction: Astrocytes are involved in Parkinson's disease (PD) where they could 
contribute to α- Synuclein pathology but also to neuroprotection via α- Synuclein clear-
ance. The molecular signature underlying their dual role is still elusive. Given that 
vitamin D has been recently suggested to be protective in neurodegeneration, the aim 
of our study was to investigate astrocyte and neuron vitamin D pathway alterations 
and their correlation with α- Synuclein aggregates (ie, oligomers and fibrils) in human 
brain obtained from PD patients.
Methods: The expression of vitamin D pathway components CYP27B1, CYP24A1, 
and VDR was examined in brains obtained from PD patients (Braak stage 6; n = 9) and 
control subjects (n = 4). We also exploited proximity ligation assay to identified toxic 
α- Synuclein oligomers in human astrocytes.
Results: We found that vitamin D- activating enzyme CYP27B1 identified a subpopu-
lation of astrocytes exclusively in PD patients. CYP27B1 positive astrocytes could 
display neuroprotective features as they sequester α- Synuclein oligomers and are as-
sociated with Lewy body negative neurons.
Conclusion: The presence of CYP27B1 astrocytes distinguishes PD patients and sug-
gests their contribution to protect neurons and to ameliorate neuropathological traits.
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astrocytes, CYP27B1, Parkinson's disease, Vitamin D, α- Synuclein oligomers
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Astrocytes are key players in Parkinson's disease (PD).1- 3 α- Synuclein 
misfolding and aggregation in neurons is the key hallmark of PD that 
associates with neuropathological deterioration.4 Astrocytes posi-
tively respond in PD as they can internalize and degrade α- Synuclein 
aggregates thus protecting neurons.1,5. On the contrary, the acquisi-
tion of inflammatory and altered metabolic properties in astrocytes 
results in detrimental effects and can potentially exacerbate the dam-
age.6,7 Therefore, identifying glial specific mechanisms that promote 
the acquisition of protective phenotype can be beneficial for treating 
PD.

The activation of vitamin D pathway has been linked to neuro-
protection.8 Vitamin D3 (25- hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D]) is present 
in the serum, and it needs to be activated by 25- hydroxyvitamin 
D1- α- hydroxylase (CYP27B1) in order to exert its biological func-
tion.9 CYP27B1 and 1,25- dihydroxyvitamin D receptor (VDR) are 
expressed by neurons and glial cells in post- mortem human brain in-
dicating that the vitamin D can be locally activated.10,11 PD patients 
are usually characterized by lower 25(OH)D levels than controls12 
and reduced serum 25(OH)D and polymorphisms in VDR have been 
associated with increased susceptibility to PD.13 Furthermore, lower 
serum concentrations have been observed in patients with the 
more severe symptoms including impaired cognitive functions.14- 17 
Interestingly, vitamin D supplementation can slow Hoehn- Yahr stage 
deterioration, particularly in patients carrying vitamin D receptor 
polymorphisms.13 In addition, vitamin D supplementation in PD pa-
tients has been recently suggested to play a protective role also in 
COVID- 19 symptoms.18

Despite the important role of vitamin D in PD, it is unknown 
whether the expression of the key signaling components is al-
tered during the disease.14 We therefore aimed to analyze the 
distribution and localization of vitamin D- activating and degrad-
ing enzymes CYP27B1 and CYP24A1 (25- Hydroxyvitamin D- 24- 
hydroxylase) and VDR in post- mortem human brain (Braak stage 
6) of PD patients. We observed that CYP27B1 was specifically 
increased in an astrocyte subpopulation of PD patients, exclu-
sively in brain regions involved in the pathology. Furthermore, we 
investigated the involvement of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes in 
α- Synuclein pathology and we correlated their expression with α- 
Synuclein oligomers or Lewy bodies. These data all together could 
provide novel insights into vitamin D involvement in human astro-
cyte response during PD.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Patients

The clinical diagnosis of PD was performed using the UK Brain Bank 
criteria19,20 and confirmed by neuropathological analysis carried out 
by two experts (GG and MB) in agreement with the current BrainNet 
Europe Consortium guidelines.21

Post- mortem human brains obtained from PD patients (n = 9; eight 
Braak stage 6 of α- Synuclein pathology; one amigdala prevalence) and 
from control subjects (n = 4) clinically free from neurological diseases 
were used (Table 1; Nervous Tissues Bank of Milan). Written informed 
consent was obtained from all subjects in compliance with relevant 

Group Gender
Age at onset
(years)

Age at death
(years)

Disease 
duration 
(years)

Hoehn- Yahr 
stagea Dementiab

CTRL M / 71 / / No

CTRL F / 93 / / No

CTRL F / 82 / / No

CTRL F / 64 / / No

PD M 62 80 18 4 No

PD M 62 73 11 3 No

PD M 59 87 28 3 No

PD M 57 71 14 5 Yes

PD M 57 75 18 3 No

PD F 53 91 38 5 Yes

PD F 59 79 20 4 No

PD F 55 79 24 4 No

PD F 43 72 29 5 Yes

Note: Abbreviations: CTRL, Control; F, female; M, male; PD, Parkinson's disease.
aAs assessed 1 year before death;
bAs defined by UPDRS- Part I, item 1 score ≥ 2 and also mini- mental state examination (MMSE) if 
necessary.

TA B L E  1  Demographic and clinical 
characteristics of the subjects included in 
the present study. All the patients were 
enrolled and followed during their disease 
by neurologists experienced in movement 
disorders at the Parkinson's Institute ASST 
G. Pini- CTO of Milan
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    |  705MAZZETTI ET Al.

laws and institutional guidelines and approved by the appropriate in-
stitutional committees.

Brains were fixed in 10% buffered formalin for at least 1 month 
at 20°C. After dehydration and clearing steps, selected areas were 
paraffin embedded and 5 μm thick frontal cortex, mesencephalic 
sections, containing substantia nigra, pons, and bulb were cut and 
processed for the following analysis.

2.2  |  Reagents

Primary and secondary antibodies and kit are summarized in Table 2.

2.3  |  Immunohistochemistry

Antigen retrieval (80% formic acid for 20 min at room temperature, 
RT) was necessary only for VDR staining. Samples were incubated 
for 20 min with 3% H2O2 followed by 1% BSA diluted in 0.01 M 
phosphate saline buffer (PBS) containing 0.1% Triton X- 100 (PBS- 
T). Primary antibody (anti- VDR, anti- CYP27B1, anti- Glial fibrillary 
acidic protein, GFAP) in 1% BSA diluted in PBS- T was incubated 
overnight at RT. Antigen- antibody bound was visualized using goat 
anti- mouse (for VDR) or anti- rabbit (for CYP27B1 and GFAP) sec-
ondary antibody (1 h, RT) and with 3,3’- Diaminobenzidine as chro-
mogen (DAB kit).

TA B L E  2  Primary and secondary antibodies and kits used in this study

Antigen Code Host Dilution

Primary antibodies

25- hydroxyvitamin D1- α- hydroxylase (CYP27B1) ABN182 Merck Rabbit 1:50 (IHC)
1:1500 (IF)

25- Hydroxyvitamin D − 24- hydroxylase (CYP24A1) HPA022261 Merck Rabbit 1:100

Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) AB947 Merck Goat 1:300

C3D Complement (C3) A0063 Dako Rabbit 1:100

Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP) Z0334 Dako Rabbit 1:300

Lysosome- associate Membrane Protein 1 (LAMP1) L1418 Sigma Rabbit 1:100

S100β Z0311 Dako Rabbit 1:250

S100β 287006 Synaptic Systems Chicken 1:1000

Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH) PA − 18372 Thermo Fisher Goat 1:200

Vitamin D Receptor (VDR) Sc − 13133 clone D − 6 Santa Cruz Mouse 1:50

α- Synuclein Ab27766 clone LB509 Abcam Mouse 1:500

α- Synuclein S3062 Merck Rabbit 1:2000

Fluorochrome/Enzyme Antibody Code Host Dilution

Secondary antibodies

Alexa Fluor® 488 anti- rabbit A21206 Thermo Fisher Donkey 1:200

Alexa Fluor® 568 anti- goat A11057 Thermo Fisher Donkey 1:200

Alexa Fluor® 647 anti- rabbit A32795 Thermo Fisher Donkey 1:200

Alexa Fluor® 647 anti- goat Jackson ImmunoResearch Donkey 1:400

Cy3 anti- chicken Jackson ImmunoResearch Donkey 1:400

HRP anti- rabbit Jackson ImmunoResearch Donkey 1:5000

EnVision System- HRP Labeled polymer anti- mouse K4001 Dako Omnis Goat 1:1

EnVision System- HRP Labeled polymer anti- rabbit K4003 Dako Omnis Goat 1:1

ImmPRESS™- AP anti-  rabbit MP − 5401Vector Horse 1:1

Commercial assay

Duolink® in situ probe marker MINUS DUO920101KT Merck - *

Duolink® in situ probe marker PLUS DUO920091KT Merck - *

Duolink® In Situ Detection Reagents Red DUO92008 Merck - *

EnVision FLEX DAB + SubstrateChromogen System K3468 Dako - *

EnVision™ Flex Target retrieval solution high pH K8004 Dako - *

Fast Blue B salt F3378- 1G Merck - 1 mg/ml

Hoescht 33342 62249 Thermo Fisher - 1:5000

TSA® Plus Fluoresceine NEL741001KT Akoya Biosciences - 1:50

*Used as indicated by the manufacture instruction.
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706  |    MAZZETTI ET Al.

F I G U R E  1  CYP27B1 distribution in post- mortem human brain. In substantia nigra (SN; A and B) and in dorsal motor nucleus of vagus 
(DMV; G and H), CYP27B1 staining is mainly localized in neuronal cell bodies and in neuropil of control subjects (Ctrl; A and G), while in 
PD patients, CYP27B1 intense staining is visible in astrocytes with a morphology resembling varicose projection astrocytes (PD; B and H; 
black arrowheads). In layer I of frontal cortex gray matter (Frontal CTX g.m., D and E), a low staining is detectable in controls (D), while in 
PD patients CYP27B1 astrocytes are well visible (E). In inferior olivary nucleus (ION; J and K), CYP27B1 staining is present in cell bodies 
of astrocytes in both control and PD samples. Nuclei are stained with hematoxylin. Black asterisks: dopaminergic neurons containing 
neuromelanin. Scale bar, 40 μm. Graphs show the density of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes in controls and PD patients in SN (C, 22 vs 694), 
Frontal Cortex GM (F, 245 vs 2307), DMV (I, 428 vs 793), and ION (L, 374 vs 461). Data in graphs are reported as mean ± standard error; 
Mann- Whitney test (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01)

(A) (B)
(C)

(D) (E)
(F)

(G) (H)
(I)

(J) (K) (L)
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    |  707MAZZETTI ET Al.

In order to associate Lewy body pathology to CYP27B1 staining, 
we performed a double immunoenzymatic procedure using anti α- 
Synuclein (1:500, LB509). The samples were also pretreated with 
20% acetic acid for 20 min to inactivate endogenous alkaline phos-
phatase. The secondary antibodies used were goat anti- mouse con-
jugated with HRP and rabbit conjugated with alkaline phosphatase. 
Then, a substrate solution of 0.1 M Tris- HCl (pH 9.2– 9.4), 1- Naphthyl 
phosphate disodium salt (1mg/ml), and Fast Blue B salt (1mg/ml) was 
used to develop the CYP27B1 staining and DAB incubation to visu-
alize α- Synuclein.

2.4  |  Immunofluorescence and confocal analysis

To detect CYP27B1, we used tyramide signal amplification system. The 
sections were incubated with: (i) CYP27B1 (1:1500) in 1% BSA and 
0.3% Triton X- 100 diluted in TN (0.1 M Tris- HCl, 0.15 M NaCl) over-
night at RT; (ii) HRP- conjugated secondary antibodies (donkey anti- 
rabbit, 1:5000) in TN for 2 h at RT; (iii) FITC- labeled tyramide (1:50) in 
Amplification Diluent for 2 min at RT. Classical immunofluorescence 
was performed with different primary antibodies (anti- GFAP, 1:300 or 
S100β 1:250, and Apolipoprotein E 1:300; or C3D Complement 1:100; 

F I G U R E  2  Confocal analysis of CYP27B1 positive cells in substantia nigra of control subjects and PD patients. CYP27B1 staining is 
intense in TH positive neurons (A, B; white arrows) in controls (A- A’’) but not in PD (B- B’’). On the contrary, in S100β positive astrocytes (A, 
B; white arrowheads), CYP27B1 staining is intense in PD (B, B’, B’’’), while it is restricted to astrocyte processes (A, A’, A’’’; cyan arrowheads) 
in controls. Nuclei are counterstained with Hoechst. Scale bar, 30 μm. Graph shows the percentage of TH neurons positive for CYP27B1 
(113 neurons analyzed for controls, n = 3, and 214 for PD, n = 6). CYP27B1 staining is intense and diffuse in cell bodies and processes of 
ApoE and S100β positive astrocytes (white arrowheads) in PD samples (E- E’’’), while it is visible in astrocytic end- feet of controls (D- D’’’; 
cyan arrowheads). Scale bar, 15 μm. Graph (F) shows the percentage of astrocytes positive for S100β, APOE, and CYP27B1 (137 astrocytes 
analyzed for controls, n = 3, and 118 for PD, n = 3). Data in graphs (C, F) are reported as mean ± standard error; Mann- Whitney test (* 
p < 0.05)

(A) (B)(A’) (B’) (C)

(F)

(A’’) (B’’)

(A’’’) (B’’’)

(D) (E)(D’) (E’)

(D’’) (E’’)

(D’’’) (E’’’)
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or Tyrosine Hydroxylase 1:200; or LAMP1 1:100 overnight at RT) fol-
lowed by highly pre- adsorbed secondary antibodies (2 h). A control 
was performed using CYP27B1 diluted 1:1500 revealed with Alexa 
Fluor 488 donkey anti- rabbit and gave no signal. Proximity ligation 

assay was used for α- Synuclein oligomers using red amplification rea-
gent, as previously described.22 In order to visualize total α- Synuclein, 
Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti- rabbit (1:200) was added during poly-
merase step. Hoescht 33342 (1:5000 for 10 min) was used for nuclei 

F I G U R E  3  GFAP distribution in post- mortem human brain. In frontal cortex white matter (Frontal CTX w.m.; A and B), substantia nigra 
(SN; D and E), dorsal motor nucleus of vagus (DMV; G and H), and inferior olivary nucleus (ION; J and K), GFAP staining is localized in human 
astrocytes in control and PD samples. Nuclei are stained with hematoxylin. Black asterisks: dopaminergic neurons containing neuromelanin. 
Scale bar, 40 μm. Graphs show the density of GFAP positive astrocytes in controls and PD patients Frontal Cortex WM (C, 1527 vs 3363), 
SN (F, 776 vs 897), DMV (I, 850 vs 1029), and ION (L, 1281 vs 1895). Data in graphs are reported as mean ± standard error; Mann- Whitney 
test (n.s.)

(A) (B)
(C)

(D) (E)

(F)

(G) (H)

(I)

(J) (K)

(L)
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    |  709MAZZETTI ET Al.

counterstaining. Samples were mounted using Mowiol- DABCO and ex-
amined with Nikon spinning disk confocal microscope, equipped with 
CSI– W1 confocal scanner unit.

2.5  |  Quantification and statistical analysis

All quantifications were independently performed using ImageJ (cell 
counter) by two different operators (FG, SM, or CR). Statistical com-
parisons were conducted by Mann- Whitney and one- way ANOVA 
tests. Statistical significance was assessed using GraphPad Prism 
software. Significance was established at p < 0.05.

2.6  |  Data availability

The datasets used and analyzed during the current study are 
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable 
request.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Vitamin D- activating enzyme is 
overexpressed in astrocytes of PD patients

We tested whether vitamin D signaling components are altered in 
PD. In substantia nigra, VDR localized in the nucleus and cytoplasm 
of neuromelanin containing neurons with no differences between 
controls and PD patients (Figure S1 A- C). Besides, vitamin D de-
grading enzyme CYP24A1 was not altered in PD and was mainly ex-
pressed in neurons as in controls (Figure S1 D- E″).23

In substantia nigra, CYP27B1 was mainly present in dopaminergic 
neurons as revealed by the presence of neuromelanin (Figure 1 A) 
and the staining with TH (Figure 2 A- A‴). The percentage of dopa-
minergic neurons positive for CYP27B was significantly decreased in 
PD (Figure 2 B- C) compared to control subjects (Figure 2 A- A‴). This 
result could suggest that a less activation of vitamin D is implicated 
in the disease. Furthermore, in PD, CYP27B1 labeled a subpopula-
tion of parenchymal astrocytes with long processes and varicosities 

F I G U R E  4  CYP27B1 positive 
astrocytes do not display neurotoxic 
signature. CYP27B1 positive astrocyte 
(green) and C3 (red) staining in PD 
samples (A). Nuclei are counterstained 
with Hoechst (blue). Scale bar, 10 μm. 
Graph (B) shows the percentage of C3 
cells containing CYP27B1 (200 cells 
analyzed, n = 4 patients). Data in graph 
are reported as mean ± standard error; 
Mann- Whitney test (* p < 0.05)

F I G U R E  5  Correlation between 
CYP27B1 astrocytes and Lewy body 
pathology. CYP27B1 positive astrocyte 
characterized by a long varicose 
process (dashed rectangle) contacting 
a dopaminergic neuron containing 
neuromelanin (black asterisk) and a blood 
vessel (V) in PD sample (A). Nuclei are 
counterstained with hematoxylin. Scale 
bar, 30 μm. Graph (B) shows that most 
neurons contacted by CYP27B1 positive 
astrocytes do not contain Lewy bodies 
(530 neurons analyzed, n = 5 patients). 
Data in graph are reported as mean 
± standard error; Mann- Whitney test 
(** p < 0.01)
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that resembled the varicose projection astrocytes exclusively found 
in human brain (Figure 1 B,C, Figure 2 E- E‴ and Figure 5 A).24,25 
CYP27B1 positive astrocytes increased also in other areas involved 
in the pathology, including the frontal cortex (gray matter, Figure 1 
D- F; white matter, Figure 7 A,B,D) and the dorsal motor nucleus 
of vagus (Figure 1 G- I), while no differences were observed in the 

inferior olivary nucleus that is instead spared by the disease (Figure 1 
J- L). We confirmed that CYP27B1 positive cells in PD are astrocytes 
expressing the astrocytic markers S100β, Apolipoprotein E, and 
GFAP (Figure 2 D- F; Figure S2 A- B‴). Interestingly, the increase in 
CYP27B1 positive astrocytes was not the result of a general expan-
sion of astrocytes in PD, as the number of GFAP positive cells was 
unchanged between control subjects and PD patients (Figure 3 A- L), 
but it could be the result of a neuroprotective response. In summary, 
CYP27B1 overexpressing astrocytes are enriched in PD patients.

3.2  |  CYP27B1 positive astrocytes and α- 
Synuclein pathology

We tested whether CYP27B1 positive astrocyte accumulation is 
beneficial or detrimental for PD neuropathology. During PD, astro-
cytes can acquire a neurotoxic phenotype that exacerbate neuronal 
damage.6 To determine whether CYP27B1 positive astrocytes have 
a neurotoxic signature, we analyzed the expression of complement 
component 3 (C3).6 We found that among all C3 positive cells in PD 
substantia nigra, only 4% were CYP27B1, thus indicating that they 
did not acquire a neurotoxic state (Figure 4 A,B).

Next, we investigated the contribution of CYP27B1 positive as-
trocytes in α- Synuclein pathology. Braak stage 6 dopaminergic neu-
rons accumulate Lewy bodies in their cytoplasm.26,27 We examined 
the relationship between dopaminergic neurons and CYP27B1 pos-
itive astrocytes in the substantia nigra (Figure 5 A). Interestingly, the 
majority of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes were in direct contact with 
neurons that did not contain Lewy bodies (Figure 5 B). Consistently 
with this data, we did not observe CYP27B1 positive astrocytes in 
locus coeruleus, where almost all the neurons we analyzed contained 
Lewy bodies (Figure S3 A- D‴).

We therefore hypothesized that CYP27B1 positive astrocytes 
can be directly linked to α- Synuclein uptake and clearance. We 
performed proximity ligation assay to detect α- Synuclein oligo-
mers in vivo and found that 74.4% of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes 
were able to uptake the toxic α- Synuclein aggregates (Figure 6 A- C 
and S4 A- B‴). Then, we used LAMP1, a marker for degradative 
autophagy- lysosomal organelles,28 in order to discover whether au-
tophagy could be the mechanism involved in α- Synuclein clearance 
in CYP27B1 positive astrocytes. Notably, we found that α- Synuclein 
oligomers that are detected inside CYP27B1 positive astrocytes co-
localize with LAMP1- positive vesicles (Figure 6 D and S4 C- D‴), 
thus suggesting the involvement of an autophagy pathway.

Finally, we examined whether the increase in CYP27B1 positive 
astrocytes correlated with clinical aspects of PD patients (Table 1). 
We observed that CYP27B1 expression in the frontal cortex white 
matter was significantly increased in patients with Lewy body pathol-
ogy, but without white matter alteration or dementia (Figure 7 A,B,D). 
Conversely, PD patients with white matter alterations and concomi-
tant dementia had significantly fewer CYP27B1 positive astrocytes in 
the cortex (Figure 7 C,D), despite the total GFAP positive cells were 
unchanged (Figure 3 C).

F I G U R E  6  CYP27B1 astrocytes contain α- Synuclein oligomers. 
(A) Scheme representing the experimental procedure to visualize 
the relationship between α- Synuclein oligomers (proximity ligation 
assay, PLA) and total α- Synuclein (immunofluorescence, IF) with 
CYP27B1 positive astrocyte. (B) CYP27B1 positive astrocytes 
(green) containing total α- Synuclein staining (purple) and α- 
Synuclein oligomers (red) in PD samples Scale bar, 25 μm. Graph (C) 
shows that 74.4% of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes (n = 43) bears 
α- Synuclein oligomers. (D) CYP27B1 positive astrocytes (green) 
containing vesicles positive for both α- Synuclein oligomers (red) 
and LAMP1 (blue). Scale bar, 40 μm
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4  |  DISCUSSION

Our study unravels for the first time the alterations of vitamin D 
pathway in human brain of PD patients. While CYP24A1 and VDR 
did not display different expression between patients and controls, 
we showed that CYP27B1 increased in a subpopulation of astro-
cytes with neuroprotective features exclusively in brain areas in-
volved in PD pathology (dorsal motor nucleus of vagus, substantia 
nigra and frontal cortex). Moreover, we found that CYP27B1 posi-
tive astrocytes are involved in an autophagy mediated- α- Synuclein 
uptake. These findings suggest an unprecedented role for CYP27B1 
positive astrocytes in the pathology of PD.

Reactive astrocytes heavily contribute to neurodegeneration, and 
recent evidence suggests that neurotoxic astrocytes accumulate also in 
the substantia nigra of PD patients.6 The exact mechanism that drives 
astrocytes into detrimental alterations (eg, the secretion of neurotox-
ins) is unknown. Vitamin D prevents these astrocytes alterations in PD 
mouse model,29 while vitamin D signaling is unknown in PD patients. 
We found that activation of vitamin D pathway might be a novel mech-
anism to prevent the neurotoxic switch of astrocytes. Indeed, CYP27B1 
positive astrocytes did not upregulate C3, thus protecting neurons from 
the complement component- driven synapse degeneration.

Recent evidence suggests that astrocytes participate in α- 
Synuclein oligomer clearance in vitro in primary cultures and patient- 
derived iPSC model.2,5,30 Starting from these previous papers on 
cellular model, showing that α- Synuclein fibrils co- localized with 
LAMP1, a marker for degradative autophagy- lysosomal organ-
elles,28 we looked for the involvement of the autophagy pathway 
in α- Synuclein clearance occurring in our samples. The strategy of 
staining with LAMP1 allowed us to highlight the involvement of au-
tophagy in α- Synuclein clearance that occurs in the complexity and 
uniqueness of the human brain. Hence, we show for the first time 
that an astrocyte subpopulation that is positive for CYP27B1 can 

internalize α- Synuclein oligomers through autophagy in PD patients. 
Interestingly, these cells morphologically resemble varicose projec-
tion astrocytes that are known to be fast conduit in neuron- vascular 
unit and are characterized by high speed calcium waves.25 In addi-
tion, the overexpression of wild- type or familial mutant α- Synuclein 
triggers calcium homeostasis alterations.31 Given the key role of vi-
tamin D in calcium buffering,32 we speculate that the increase of 
CYP27B1 in PD astrocytes could be a positive strategy to counteract 
the calcium alterations. In line with that, CYP27B1 positive astro-
cytes are exclusively in contact with dopaminergic neurons without 
Lewy bodies suggesting their role in α- Synuclein oligomers clearance 
and osmoregulatory function.

Vitamin D deficiency may lead to cognitive impairments.14- 17 
Vitamin D supplementation can be beneficial in slowing down PD pro-
gression, but the underlying mechanisms are still unknown.13,33 We 
found that the brains of PD patients without dementia have a three-
fold higher content of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes in the frontal cor-
tex and do not have white matter degeneration, thus suggesting that 
vitamin D could exert its neuroprotective role through astrocytes.11 
Although it would be appropriate to assess serum 25(OH)D and start 
supplementation to prevent PD or to slow its progression, the exact 
mechanisms underlying aberrant vitamin D pathways still need to be 
established. Considering that PD patients are usually characterized by 
low serum 25(OH)D,12 data in the different study groups presented 
low heterogeneity and VDR and CYP24A1 are similarly expressed in 
brains of PD patients and controls, a noteworthy question raised by 
our findings is how CYP27B1 can prevent neurotoxic alterations and 
promote α- Synuclein uptake by astrocytes? A limitation of our study is 
that we could not assess 25(OH)D levels and genetic status of the ana-
lyzed patients, and thus, we cannot exclude the potential contribution 
neither of concomitant vitamin D deficiency nor of polymorphisms in 
VDR.13 Further studies are warranted to clarify the complex relation-
ship between vitamin D activation in astrocytes and PD.

F I G U R E  7  Comparison of the CYP27B1 positive astrocytes distribution in frontal cortex (white matter) between control (A), PD (B), 
and PD dementia (C) samples. In (C) is visible a white matter lesion (black outline). Graph (D) shows the number of CYP27B1 astrocytes 
normalized on area unit (807 astrocytes analyzed for controls, n = 4; 4594 for PD, n = 5, and 647 for PD dementia, n = 3). Nuclei 
counterstained with hematoxylin (blue). Scale bar, 40 μm. Data in the graph are mean ± standard error; one- way ANOVA with Tukey's 
multiple comparison test (*** p < 0.001)

(A) (B) (C)
(D)
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Finally, our neuropathological investigation links for the first 
time vitamin D to the clearance of α- Synuclein aggregates and 
demonstrates that the presence of CYP27B1 positive astrocytes 
distinguishes PD patients.
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